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Introduction 
 India has gone through intense turmoil since its colonisation ended with 
independence in 1947, and it is still grappling with the after-effects in addition to other 
recent, internal socio-cultural challenges, all contributing to a burgeoning problem of identity 
crisis amongst its people. Not only migration to foreign lands has posed challenges to the 
Indian diaspora regarding their sense of belonging to new cultures, resulting in their unstable 
identities but a large number of Indians within the country are struggling for a stable identity, 
due to the nation’s multiple drawbacks, which include corruption, economic obstacles, caste, 
class, gender, religious, racial, and ideological (sexual orientation) issues. The cumulative 
effect of these problems on Indians has led them to define and redefine their identities, 
developing individual psychological degradation for many, and leading some into a vicious 
cycle of mental suffering. Therefore, today, the process of coming to know oneself in a 
globalising India has become a complex issue, often culminating in an identity crisis. 
In the past thirty years, many problems related to identity crisis have been dealt with 
in postcolonial Indian literature. More recently a “dark” turn has been observed in Indian 
writings by literary critic Robbie B. Goh, by which he means that Indian literary authors are 
continually underscoring the malpractices prevalent in modern India, which is affecting its 
individuals and their identities, through their polemic (see Goh). An obvious example is 
novelist Jhumpa Lahiri’s Interpreter of Maladies, which presents the plight of Indian women 
negotiating their identities in an uncongenial Indian society (see Bahmanpour). We are also 
reminded of a “darker” India by Salman Rushdie, in his essay on Indian film director Satyajit 
Ray, who discusses how Ray manifests Indian socio-political issues affecting Indian 
identities with his polemical art. Censorship has accused Ray of showing India in a 
deplorable condition and prevented him from dealing with certain matters. For example, the 
Government of India had prohibited Ray from making a film about child labour, which would 
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expose the harsh realities of underprivileged children, and the effects of child labour on their 
identities. According to the Indian government, child labour did not constitutionally exist in 
India. Salman Rushdie says in this respect that “Indian government often demonstrates a 
weakness of the ostrich position” (109). From corruption to censorship, the profound impact 
of various vicious forces on Indians’ identities has been receiving serious scholarly attention. 
However, more study needs to be done on the psychological process from innocence to 
experience of individual characters within recent literary works. What I want to investigate in 
this thesis is how do these subjects sustain the metamorphosis of their innocent selves under 
external pressures? What influence does the identity crisis have on the person, and what does 
he/she finally become? Further, what does it mean to be an Indian or to have an Indian 
identity, according to some Indian novels? It is thought-provoking to investigate what 
contemporary Indian authors are trying to say to their readers, or what moral message are 
they trying to disseminate, by studying their characters’ psychologies as they grapple 
internally with their responses to outside pressures.  
In this thesis, I will focus on various, unstable identities experienced by the 
protagonists, and the causes and consequences in two texts, The White Tiger (2008) by 
Aravind Adiga, and English, August: An Indian Story (1988) by Upamanyu Chatterjee. My 
study of these texts will demonstrate how the protagonists, Balram Halwai and Agastya Sen, 
who are from opposite social backgrounds, and follow different trajectories in a globalising 
India for a higher quality of life, ultimately find themselves in a muddle of their identity 
crises. In English, August: An Indian Story, August, an anglophone Indian comes from an 
affluent family, dwelling in the metropolis of Delhi; he is well bred and as a result, he works 
in a high profile job in the Indian Administrative Services. His troublesome identity crisis 
starts when he settles in the (fictional) rural town of Madna in India to pursue his career as an 
IAS officer of this district. On the other hand, Balram Halwai in The White Tiger is a socio-
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economically deprived individual coming from a rural Indian family. His identity transition 
and crisis emanate from his migration to the metropolis of Delhi in pursuit of a better life. 
Despite their opposite trajectories, what is intriguing here in the situations of the two 
characters are their comparable mental conflicts about their identity commitments. For each 
character, there is one identity crisis period which stands out as a test of that character, and 
their crises take them to the lowest points of their integrities. Furthermore, I choose to discuss 
these two texts as they share common tropes of social exploitation, retaliation, as well as 
search for personal identity. Adiga and Chatterjee use their narratives to comment subtly on 
modern India and its lurking realities, accentuating these as a widespread epidemic affecting 
Indians at all levels. The two characters are even comparable in their adaptation process as 
they negotiate identities for themselves by partial acceptance and partial resistance to their 
current hostile societies. They have to survive in their hostile cultures offered to them, but 
without “soaking” it in or being submerged by it. Therefore, in order not to let their societies 
curb their freedom, they devise ways to retaliate against these. 
My theoretical framework for the analysis of this process will draw on 
psychoanalytical, social, and postcolonial theories to analyse issues regarding identity 
construction of the self. Psychoanalyst Melanie Klein’s “projective identification” and Erik 
H. Erikson’s “identity crisis” provide valuable ideas to study the psychosocial development 
of human beings. Furthermore, sociologist Erving Goffman’s “dramatic effect of self,” 
postcolonial theorist Homi K. Bhabha’s concept of “mimicry,” and social theorist Michel 
Foucault’s “panopticism,” all offer important concepts for the analysis of the two novels. 
Finally, adopting Simon Clarke’s method of combining theories from all three fields to view 
identity construction as a complex amalgam of various forces will stand as an important 
model for this study, and provides a meticulous scaffold of ideas for my thesis. The crux of 
my argument is to show that in postcolonial India, an innate desire to preserve the innocent, 
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unsullied identity with which an individual is brought into his/her life, will always hinder 
his/her assimilation into his/her hostile society. Therefore, holding on to a sense of their 
innocent selves, the two protagonists are led into their identity crises, and confront mutation 
of their identities. Notably, their identity modification takes the following course—“innocent 
self,” “mimic self,” and “hyphenated self”— to ascertain, which of these is the most 
acceptable form of existence for them or for coping with their identity crises.   
i. Elucidating Identity 
 Postcolonial theory has been incorporating concepts and notions from the field of 
psychology to understand identity construction, and get more insight into the workings of 
identity, particularly concerning larger socio-political forces. Philip Gleason offers in his 
article “Identifying Identity: A Semantic History (1983),” a useful overview of how the word 
“identity” has been defined and redefined since its inception. The word “identity” comes 
from the Latin root “idem,” meaning the same. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, 
in ordinary usage, identity is the sameness of a person or thing at all times or in all 
circumstances; the condition or fact that a person or thing is always itself and not someone or 
something else. Philosopher John Locke introduced a new dimension to this meaning of the 
word identity. He stated that: “[A] man’s identity consists in nothing but a participation of the 
same continued life, by constantly fleeting particles of matter, in succession vitally united to 
the same organized body” (qtd. in Gleason 461). According to Locke’s assertion, there is a 
constant change occurring within the same person, which results in his/her constantly 
evolving identity. This fluidity of identity at different stages of the lives of individuals often 
culminates in their identity crises: “It is common knowledge that identity becomes a problem 
for the individual in a rapidly changing [world]” (463). Therefore, due to the variant nature of 
identity, it became imperative for various theorists to mould the term. For example, A. O. 
Lovejoy argues that “[identity] had come to mean so many things that, by itself, it means 
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nothing. It has ceased to perform the function of a verbal sign” (qtd. in Gleason 464). 
Gleason’s discussion highlights the fact that the term identity has never denoted an entirely 
stable state; moreover, the term is itself elusive. Concerning postcolonial India, it is important 
to note that the very basis of identity analysis does not rest on a stable meaning. Therefore, 
according to my interpretation, the terms “innocent self,” “mimic self” and “hyphenated self” 
have certainly evolved from their root, “idem.”  
ii. Theoretical Framework 
Psychoanalyst Erik Homburger Erikson coined the term “identity crisis.” He conceived 
the term identity as “a process located in the core of the individual and yet also in the core of 
his communal culture, a process which establishes, in fact, the identity of those two 
identities” (Gleason 464). According to this, Erikson emphasises that an individual’s identity 
construction is partially dependent on his cultural framework, that is, the commitments he/she 
makes based on his societal and familial values. Furthermore, Erikson’s theory of identity 
development underscores a circumstance that occurs when an individual faces an identity 
crisis, an encounter, or a period that involves questioning his/her previously held self-
definition or the commitments he/she had made considering his/her societal and familial 
ideals. Erikson has called this contradiction of self-definition an identity crisis. As a result of 
this encounter, the individual chooses a path towards new identity commitments in order to 
resolve his/her crisis. However, if the confusion regarding his/her future identity 
commitments remains unresolved, then his/her identity crisis continues. Moreover, “an 
identity crisis is a climatic turning point in this process; it is the normal occurrence of 
adolescence, but it can also be precipitated by unusual difficulties further along in the life 
cycle” (464). Thus, such an encounter can be experienced by any individual, at any age, and 
in such a powerful way that the person is compelled to challenge his/her view towards his/her 
identity.  
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This concept of identity crisis and events of self-contradiction as advanced by Erikson 
will be vital in underpinning my arguments for the analysis of the two texts as both the 
characters from these novels confront experiences, which at some point in their life compel 
them to question their self-definitions. 
Furthermore, I will use the concept of a “hyphenated identity” as discussed by Sirin 
and Fine in their article “Hyphenated Selves: Muslim American Youth Negotiating Identities 
on the Fault Lines of Global Conflict.” In this paper, they present their study “on how 
Muslim youth in the U.S. carve their identities” (152). By “hyphen [Sirin and Fine] refer to 
the identities that are at once joined, and separated, by history, the present socio-political 
climate, geography, biography, longings and loss (152). According to them, an individual’s 
identity becomes “hyphenated” or subdivides into multiple identities under the influence of 
his interactions with his new cultural surroundings. In this way, “identity formation is a 
continuous process of adaptation and negotiation, leading to cultural acceptance and 
coherence” (Liu 28). While Sirin and Fine study the “Muslim-American hyphens,” who have 
to switch their identities to live in both their primary Muslim culture and in trying to integrate 
and immerse in their new American culture, they do not consider Goffman’s dramaturgical 
model to analyse this process. Drawing on the concept of identity hyphenation, that is, 
switching identities so as to participate in various cultures, I will apply Goffman’s 
dramaturgical model to this aspect in order to study how the two characters manage to shift 
their identities in different cultural frameworks by becoming role players in front of their 
societies. In this way, the two characters become hyphens to protect their innocent selves 
from the adverse effects of their uncongenial societies, and at the same time pretend that they 
are part of their societies’ malevolence to tactfully survive in these. In actuality, their 
malicious identities, which they present to the public, are theatrical representations of their 
hyphenated selves.  
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The dramatic effect of the characters’ selves can be explained using sociologist 
Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical perspective on the self, who has given the following 
dramaturgical model of identity in his text The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life: 
When an individual plays a part, he implicitly requests his observers to take 
seriously the impression that is fostered before them. They are asked to 
believe that the character they see actually possesses the attributes he appears 
to possess, that the tasks that he performs will have the consequences that are 
implicitly claimed for it, and that, in general, matters are what they appear to 
be. (28) 
According to this definition, Goffman argues that there is a correlation between the sincerity 
of everyday behaviour of individuals and the contrived performances of actors in a theatre. 
Goffman “portrays humans as ‘impression managers,’ constantly staging performances to 
meet and exceed the expectations of various ‘audiences’” (Pettit 139). To elucidate: societies 
expect individuals to behave according to their expectations, which is why individuals partly 
live their lives as theatre performers to maintain their public images. Goffman’s position on 
the dramatic effect of self is convincingly applicable to the two characters from the novels as 
I have noted that these characters are different personalities when moving outside in their 
hostile societies, and when leading their private lives. However, a prolonged dramatization of 
their hyphenated selves causes discomfort to them in forcing themselves to maintain “other” 
identities, which is why they often have to retreat to their innocent selves. In this way, the 
characters oscillate between multiple identities, not to immerse in their hostile societies but to 
survive in these. 
In her article “Notes on Some Schizoid Mechanisms,” psychoanalyst Melanie Klein 
proposes a “crucial mechanism of defence, a relatively straightforward process in which we 
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attribute feelings and parts of the self to some other, [involving] a deep split, a ridding of 
unpalatable parts of the self into rather than onto some other” (Clarke 205). Klein’s notion of 
“projective identification” can be fruitfully applied to the two texts as the protagonists’ 
identities are drastically affected by the intense projections of their societies’ ideal and hostile 
attributes into them. These projections have a detrimental effect on their psyches, resulting in 
a psychological blindness in them, and impeding their identity developments.  
  Moreover, Michel Foucault’s social theory of “panopticism” will be extremely 
useful in analysing the concept of “rooster coop” in Adiga’s The White Tiger. In his text 
Discipline and Punish, Foucault uses the concept of “panopticon” to say that the primary 
effect of a panopticon is to “induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibility 
that assures the automatic functioning of power” (201). The prisoner gets a feeling that he is 
the object of constant surveillance, incessantly under the eye of power. This theory provides 
an efficient framework for studying the subjugation of Balram by his employers with their 
constant surveillance and threats, resulting in fear in Balram, which becomes self-regulatory 
for him. 
Additionally, I will turn to Homi K. Bhabha’s concept of “mimicry” which “is a 
complex strategy of reform, regulation, and discipline, which ‘appropriates’ the Other as it 
visualizes power” (“Ambivalence” 126). The two characters use mimicry as strategies to 
reciprocate their societies’ hostility in anticipation of acquiring their societies’ power, which 
will be beneficial to understanding using this concept. 
However, the postcolonial critic has celebrated the idea of mimicry as a sophisticated 
strategy of reform in his theory. Bhabha does not consider the implications of imitation on 
individual lives, something which contemporary novelists are concerned about in modern 
India. The adverse effects of mimicry eventually make the lives of the two characters from 
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the novels miserable. They just cannot live with a limited presence of the Other in them. 
Their decision to coerce their selves into mimicking their societies’ hostile behaviour, 
ultimately leads them to their identity crises.  
Lastly, in his essay “Culture and Identity,” Simon Clarke argues that identity of an 
individual is a “complex amalgam” of his social and psychological processes (510). Clarke 
emphasises that it is indispensable to consider psychological and social aspects while 
studying individuals’ identity constructions. Thus, following Clarke’s idea, it will be vital to 
combine theories from all three areas of studies dealt with in so far—social, psychoanalytical 
and postcolonial to examine identity constructions of the two protagonists.  
iii. Literature Review 
In order to understand the two different novels by Adiga and Chatterjee, it is necessary to 
survey recent scholarly discussions of postcolonial Indian literature in the last thirty years, 
which accentuate identity issues from a socio-political view.  
Scholars, who have studied Adiga’s The White Tiger, perhaps have tried to account for 
various shortcomings of Indian societies, which are critical in transforming its individuals’ 
identities. For instance, in “Redefinitions of India and Individuality in Adiga’s The White 
Tiger,” Kathleen Waller argues “that it is social structure and practices of hierarchy that keep 
many people in the lower classes of Indian society and that this state of affairs is 
counterproductive” (1). In this way, Waller’s assertion underscores the caste system of Indian 
society, which unfairly divides people into social hierarchies, and impedes individual 
development by preventing these people from moving beyond their social strictures. 
Additionally, in her article “Fables of The Tiger Economy: Species and Subalternity in 
Arvind Adiga’s The White Tiger,” Sundhya Walther argues that “[i]nterspecies identification 
is one of the text’s key representational strategies. Through identification with the nonhuman 
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other, the human protagonist recognizes his own animalization as a result of his subaltern 
position” (233). Walther emphasises that dehumanization of individuals in Indian society is 
rampant. As a result, deprived of any respect, individuals’ identities mutate, which is why 
Balram’s character, who has no individuality due to his animalization by his society, can 
easily identify himself with a caged tiger in a zoo (Tiger 177). 
Furthermore, in his article “Narrating ‘Dark’ India in Londonstani and The White Tiger: 
Sustaining Identity in the Diaspora,” Robbie B.H. Goh comments that: 
Adiga’s White Tiger has been called a ‘black comedy,’ marked by ‘an invincible 
sense of disillusionment and cynicism, with little or no hope of escape or change 
available to the protagonists,’ and with a strong ‘sense of fatalism’ pervading the text. 
(333)  
Goh asserts that Adiga is exposing the glossed image of modern India. He insists that the 
negative aspects of Indian society, particularly oppressive powers, social injustice, corrupt 
politicians, racism, colonial legacies, taxonomic systems, and religious extremism give a little 
hope to its people of a better future, and life goes on despite suffering and tragedy with a 
strong sense of fatalism in them. 
Recent scholarship has also dealt with identity issues of the Indian diaspora. For example, 
in his article “Issues of Identity in the Indian Diaspora: A Transnational Perspective,” Ajaya 
Kumar Sahoo analyses the diasporic communities formed by linguistic or regional identities 
such as Punjabis, Gujaratis, Sindhis, Tamils, etc. He argues that global organizations such as 
Global Organization of People of Indian Origin (GOPIO), World Telugu Federation (WTF), 
and World Punjabi Organization (WPO), have recently emerged to preserve and promote the 
identities and cultures of non-resident Indians, uniting transnational India and the global 
Indian diaspora (81). In this way, Sahoo manifests the distress of Indians migrating to foreign 
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lands regarding their identities, and their sense of belonging to their motherland. While Sahoo 
presents a positive attitude towards preservation of identities, the two novels under study end 
with an ambiguous note, suggesting that there is no succour for the two protagonists to 
preserve their identities within their motherland.  
In conclusion, the critics as mentioned above have put efforts to project myriad socio-
cultural issues in India, which attack its citizens’ identities, but have not gone as far as to 
study the psychological impact of these vices on these individuals. By further evolving their 
studies, I will trace the psychological conflicts of the two protagonists in search of their 
identities. 
This thesis is divided into three chapters, organised according to three stages in a 
process. The first chapter will discuss objectification of the two protagonists within their 
close family setting and society as a whole. Their social entities induce projections into them, 
meaning that they impose identities on the two characters, which they internalize. As a result, 
the protagonists begin to lose their “innocent selves,” their unblemished identities which they 
were born with. The second chapter will demonstrate how the characters struggle to adapt to 
their hostile societies by resorting to mimicking their societies’ behaviour. In a way, they are 
redefining themselves, yet their desire for their innocence persists, and a search back to their 
innocent selves leads them to their identity crises. The third chapter will analyse the stage in 
the lives of the two protagonists when in frustrations concomitant with the suppression of 
their innocent selves, they relinquish their mimic selves, and again redefine themselves as 
“hyphenated” beings so as to resolve their identity crises. Throughout the three chapters, I 
will analyse the process and compare the two characters.  
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1. Projective Identification and the Loss of Innocent Self 
Introduction 
 The innocent selves of the two protagonists, Balram and August, or their identities 
which are pure and lack slyness, are heavily influenced by a concoction of their societal vices 
projected into them. Psychoanalyst Melaine Klein has coined this process as “projective 
identification,” which we can apply to show that the societies (source) of the two central 
characters objectify them by inducing their obnoxious, forsaken or ideal attributes into them 
(object). In doing so, their societies subjugate and reduce them to passive carriers of their 
fantasies. As a result, the two characters get to a state of their “psychological blindness” 
(Fanon 523), and give into their societies’ demands. Furthermore, with impaired thinking 
capacities, the characters keep giving into the projectors’ fantasies, which precipitate malice 
in them and a loss of their innocence. In the wake of exposure to these projections, their 
innocent selves then no longer conform to the basic dictionary definition of identity, namely 
“the condition or fact of remaining the same person throughout the various phases of 
existence” (see OED). The characters certainly do not have “the unity of the self” (Gleason 
461). Thus, their resultant disrupted identities compel them to search for new stable selves.  
In order to get a vivid understanding of the workings of the characters’ psyches in 
postcolonial India, a psychological analysis of their identity constructions must be 
accompanied by a sociological analysis. It is essential to adopt this approach, based on 
Clarke’s statement in his essay “Racism: psychoanalytic and psychosocial approaches” where 
he says that “sociology fails to address some of the central issues…of forms of discrimination 
and the emotional component” (“Racism” 199). In this way, psychoanalysis offers 
“conceptual tools such as projection and projective identification to identify emotional and 
largely unconscious communications,” thereby building on, and “[adding] to our 
understanding of the psychosocial dynamics of subjugation” (198). Therefore, it becomes 
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imperative to apply both social and psychological theories to detect mutations in the 
characters’ identities while conducting the analysis in this chapter.  
 In this first chapter, I will draw on the psychoanalytical theory of “projective 
identification” proposed by psychoanalyst Melanie Klein. In her article “Notes on Some 
Schizoid Mechanisms,” Klein explains projective identification as occurring when:  
[s]plit off parts of the ego are also projected onto the mother or…into the 
mother . . . Much of the hatred against parts of the self is now directed toward 
the mother. This leads to a particular form of identification which establishes 
the prototype of an aggressive object-relation. (102) 
Since Klein’s definition of projective identification according to Clarke “becomes more 
complex as it is unravelled and sits in relation to the paranoid-schizoid and depressive 
positions” (“Racism” 206), I will use its redefinition as given by psychoanalyst Hanna Segal, 
according to which: 
[i]n projective identification parts of the self and internal objects are split off 
and projected into the external object, which then becomes possessed by, 
controlled and identified with the projected parts. Projective identification has 
manifold aims: it may be directed toward the ideal object to avoid separation, 
or it may be directed toward the bad object to gain control of the source of 
danger. Various parts of the self may be projected, with various aims: bad 
parts of the self may be projected in order to get rid of them as well as to 
attack and destroy the object, good parts may be projected to avoid separation 
or to keep them safe from bad things inside or to improve the external object 
through a kind of primitive projective reparation. (qtd. in Waska 33)  
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To elucidate Segal’s redefinition: in the process of projective identification, a person (source) 
consciously or unconsciously expels virtuous or bad aspects of his self and transmits these 
into another person (object). However, “projective identification involves a deep split, a 
ridding of unpalatable parts of the self into rather than onto some other” (“Racism” 205). The 
projected people internalize the identity transmitted into them and feel a loss of their 
identities. Moreover, they also lose their thinking capacities and come under the control of 
their projectors’ phantasies. This process is just as applicable to postcolonial India as it helps 
to reveal the psychodynamics of its oppressive society as a whole, which projects its 
“unpalatable parts” (205) into its individuals, affecting their psyches, and in the process 
disrupts their identities. I will transpose the mechanism to trace its effects within the realm of 
Indian society. 
 In addition to this psychological component, I will draw the social component from 
Foucault’s social theory of “panopticism” when analysing the subjugation of Balram by his 
employers. I see “panopticism” in this context as a way of materializing projective 
identification: surveillance as controlling agency results in fear of “the gaze” (Foucault), 
contributing to inducing societal projections in the protagonist. Hence, a synthesis of 
psychological and social theories becomes a dynamic method of studying identity 
construction in the two contemporary Indian novels analysed in this thesis.  
1.1. Intense Projections from “the Darkness” into Balram  
In Adiga’s The White Tiger, the protagonist Balram grows up in a dark India where his 
social entities continually project their bad aspects onto him to subdue him with a series of 
projections. His objectification at his school, home, and at his master’s is a mechanism for 
“forcing oneself into the object in order to control it” (Goretti 402). Going to a school is not a 
prerogative of all children in an Indian village. However, his father insists on Balram’s 
schooling to prevent him from becoming a servile rickshaw driver like he is: “Munna must 
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read and write!” (Tiger 28). Nevertheless, Balram is held back by his society from getting the 
primary education he needs, a consequence of his projective identification, which begins 
when his teacher’s corrupt practices wrongfully turn him into a “thug” (35). Balram’s 
schoolteacher is a deceitful man, who stealthily embezzles money out of the fund for his 
students’ development:  
There was supposed to be free food at my school— a government programme gave 
every boy three rotis, yellow daal, and pickles at lunchtime. But we never ever saw 
rotis, or yellow daal, or pickles, and everyone knew why: the school teacher had 
stolen our lunch money […] Once, a truck came into the school with uniforms that the 
government had sent for us; we never saw them, but a week later they turned up for 
sale in the neighbouring village. (Tiger 32-33) 
In his mind as the narrator implies, “[t]he teacher had a legitimate excuse to steal the money” 
(33) because “he hadn’t been paid his salary in six months” (33). Moreover, being an 
underpaid victim, the teacher puts up an ostensible “Gandhian protest” against the 
government and does not teach anything to his students: “He was going to undertake a 
Gandhian protest to retrieve his missing wages—he was going to do nothing in class until his 
pay cheque arrived in the mail” (33). By not teaching his students, the teacher “releases 
himself” of his hostility and unconsciously projects his hostile feelings into them. Segal has 
explained the transference of bad parts of the self into others as ridding oneself from their bad 
aspects: “[v]arious parts of the self may be projected, with various aims: bad parts of the self 
may be projected in order to get rid of them” (qtd. in Waska 33).  
Subsequently, the projected students lose their thinking capacities or are 
“psychologically blinded” (Fanon), and turn into passive observers in their classroom. For 
instance, they offer no resistance, nor does it seem to have any effect on them when they are 
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insulted and called “thugs and idiots” (Tiger 35) by a school inspector for their passivity. 
Even Balram is seen to have been living with the misconception that he is a moron. It is 
because when the school inspector exceptionally praises him to be an “intelligent, honest, 
[and] vivacious fellow” (35), comparable to a “White Tiger” (35), the praise comes to him as 
“good news” (35). 1 School inspector’s recognition of Balram implies that he is a talented 
pupil, but Balram has been “believing and accepting [his] role” (changingminds.org) of a 
moron under the effect of his teacher’s delusive projection, and has not taken cognisance of 
his talents. Moreover, his accepted role overwhelms his mind in such way that he offers no 
resistance when the good news of him being a potential “white tiger” soon turns into bad 
news for him. Almost at the same moment of his potential realization, Balram’s brother 
Kishan permanently withdraws him from his school to turn him into a “coal breaker” (Tiger 
37):  
Two or three days passed. I was in my classroom… working on the 
alphabet on my own […] 
Kishan was standing in the doorway of the classroom. He gestured 
with the fingers.  
‘What is it, Kishan? Are we going somewhere?’  
Still he said nothing.  
‘Should I bring my book along? And my chalk?’  
‘Why not?’ he said. And then, with his hand on my head, he led me out 
[…] 
                                                          
1
 In The White Tiger, the narrator explains that a white tiger “[i]n any jungle, the rarest of 
animals – [is] the creature that comes along only once in a generation” (Tiger 35). This 
means that the school inspector sees Balram as an especially gifted pupil, a rare student 
amongst the crowd of thugs and idiots. 
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I was taken to the tea shop […] 
I said nothing. (36)  
Balram’s passive comment “I said nothing” (36) shows the degree of “psychological 
blindness” (Fanon), which his family has launched in his consciousness. Initially, when he 
asks if he should bring along his book, he is still holding on to his identity as a student and a 
possible future of being a “white tiger.” But realizing that his brother has permanently taken 
him out of his school, he submits immediately. All these days, attending his corrupt teacher’s 
class has bred the idea in him that he is a moron after all, and makes him accept this future 
passively. The scandalous teacher has certainly strangled Balram’s bright future and 
reinforced by his selfish brother, members of his corrupt society.  
The schoolteacher here is a vehicle of social identity construction, who precipitates 
psychological oppression in his students and spreads societal corruption. The affected 
students learn to undermine themselves and ignore their intellectual potentials. Ironically, 
“[n]o one blamed the schoolteacher for doing this. You can’t expect a man in a dung heap to 
smell sweet” (Tiger 33). On the contrary, “[e]everyone in the village knew that he would 
have done the same in his position” (33). Children’s victimization is neither sensed by the 
elders of the society nor by the children themselves. This “unconscious psychodynamics” 
(“Racism” 205) helps to explain the proliferation of larger social processes. The 
psychological process of forced identification becomes a social process concomitantly.  
In addition to being forced into the “skin of a thug,” Balram’s identity is laced with the 
projection of a “servile” being offered by his family. Balram’s family consciously drags him 
into labour market at a young age to haul money from his daily wages for repayment of a 
loan taken to suffice a hefty dowry for his cousin: 
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My cousin-sister Reena got hitched off to a boy in the next village. Because we were 
the girl’s family, we were screwed. 2 We had to give the boy a new bicycle, and cash, 
and a silver bracelet, and arrange for a big wedding – which we did. (Tiger 36) 
Again Balram passively concedes to being “screwed” (36), and shows the degree to which he 
has internalized the sacrifice of his human identity to the degrading materialism of dowry. 
While reducing Balram’s existence to a source of income, his family wants to breed servility 
into him at an early age to programme his mind to accept this attribute as a marker of his 
lower class. According to the Indian caste system, individuals must restrict themselves to 
their social hierarchy and this idea is instilled into them prematurely. Therefore, reinforcing 
servility into Balram, his family perceives him as a useful source for generating money, and 
without scruple drops him in the hands of an obnoxious money lender, who “had called in his 
loan” (36). Rather than offering protection, the family itself becomes a site of exploitation.  
Moreover, on several occasions, Balram is strategically pressurized and reminded of 
his usefulness by the family, who want to keep a firm hold of him and the money he is 
earning. After Balram turns into an urchin and starts earning at a tea shop, he is given a cue 
by his brother almost as a kind of extortionist using the euphemism of an “arrangement” they 
had made amongst themselves to guzzle up his hard earned money: “You’ve not sent any 
money for months. You forgot our arrangement” (Tiger 83). His brother’s comment suggests 
that it is not a reminder, but a “threat.” Additionally, when Balram fails to send money 
regularly from his menial job, his sly grandmother pesters him to marry as “the only way to 
tame the wild ones like him!” (84). In India, “early marriage is fuelled by prevalent notions of 
sexuality and is seen as a way to ‘control’ girls and ‘tame’ boys. Early marriage is an age-old, 
deep-rooted, tenacious tradition, protected by community elders and reaffirmed by 
                                                          
2
 In this example, being screwed means that in Indian society most of the time, especially in 
lower Indian classes, the girl’s family has to offer a hefty dowry to the boy’s family, as a 
necessary arrangement for acceptance of their girl by her in-laws.  
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generations of social conditioning. Communities have historically been resistant to any 
interventions addressing early marriage” (Breakthrough.tv 11). In this horrible exploitation of 
marriage to tame spoiled sons, it is girls who are offered in marriage who suffer, used as mere 
objects of disposal, chained for life as servants to ill-bred young men. Marrying off wild 
young men is a primitive tactic prevalent in Indian society for disciplining vagabonds and 
enslaving them. Thus, the grandmother undertakes such strategies to project her defective 
thought processes into Balram, which would help her siphoning money off him.  
The family’s intentions in subjugating Balram here clearly correspond to the process 
of what is called “acquisitive projective identification” (Melanie-Klein.org). This kind of a 
projective “phantasy involves not only getting rid of aspects of one’s own psyche but also of 
entering the mind of the other in order to acquire desired aspects of his psyche” (Melanie-
Klein.org). Taking control of one’s mind means that the victim has no authority of his life 
and decisions. Similarly, by taking Balram away from school and pushing him into a menial 
job of a servant, his family deliberately tries to breed servility into him to acquire dominance 
over Balram’s mind, which would result in having full control of his money. Bred on 
servility, Balram becomes a “passive carrier of outside projections as if possessed by them” 
(Aikens and Ellis 133), and can only aspire to take up a servile job. In the novel, the potential 
“white tiger” is soon seen in a fight contesting to get on a bus carrying day labourers to the 
city for work. We see the extent of his internalized servile identity when Balram begs for the 
job of a driver, a position just marginally above that of a labourer: “Give me a chance, sir – 
my body is small, but there’s a lot of fight in it – I’ll dig for you, I’ll haul cement for you, 
I’ll—” (Tiger 55). This grovelling for paid work also presents a vivid example of Waller’s 
argument that “it is social structure and practices of hierarchy that keep many people in the 
lower classes of Indian society and that this state of affairs is counterproductive” (1). Waller 
implies that the hierarchical divisions in Indian society keep individuals confined to the class 
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they are born into, which impedes them from freely moving between these social divisions of 
class. A lower class person cannot think of being a part of the higher class, and is derided by 
the society if he/she does so. Thus, the family’s objectification of Balram due to the dowry 
system, in this case, on top of removing him from school, prevents him from thinking and 
moving to a higher social class.    
As the novel progresses, the volley of projections into Balram grows in intensity, 
culminating in the most startling climax of the sequence of these series of projections: when 
his employers try to project an identity of a murderer into him. Balram’s masters commit a 
murder and to get rid of murder charges, they falsely frame Balram for their actions. With 
supreme irony that reinforces the exploitative family projections, Balram is handed over to 
this fate supposedly in the name of calling him as a “part of the family” (Tiger 165) when the 
masters reassure their family lawyer of Balram’s humility and willingness in taking the 
blame: “My man will do what he is to do, no worries about that. He’s part of the family. He’s 
a good boy” (167). As a recipient of the projected identity of a murderer, Balram is “caught 
up in and manipulated” (Laing 37) by his masters’ fantasy. He is “trapped by powerful 
projective mechanisms, which both create and control” him (“Culture” 524). As a result, 
Balram “suffer[s] a loss of both identity and insight” (Laing 37), and accepting murder 
charges, he makes a confession in an illegitimate letter, which looks like his “free will” 
(Tiger 167):  
That I drove the car that hit an unidentified person, or persons, or person and objects, 
on the night of January 23
rd
 this year. That I then panicked and refused to fulfil my 
obligations to the injured party or parties by taking them to the nearest hospital 
emergency ward. That there were no other occupants of the car at the time of the 
accident. That I was alone in the car, and alone responsible for all that happened.  
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I swear by almighty God that I make this statement under no duress and under 
instruction from no one. (167) 
Here we see the self-destructive effects of absorbing continual identity projections. Only a 
man bereft of any thinking capacity would give in to a suppression of this extent and take on 
the charge of a murder he never committed. Balram is not doing this for any sacrifice for a 
loved one, but only because his hostile society has psychologically conditioned him. 
According to Klein, “[t]he projection of split-off parts of the self into another person 
essentially influences object relations, emotional life, and the personality as a whole” (171). 
In other words, projective identification of an individual may completely disrupt his/her 
individuality. Thus, by predetermining his fate, Balram’s masters are mutilating his 
“personality as a whole” (171) as is the case for all drivers, who have placed themselves in 
total control of their masters in Delhi (Tiger 169). Furthermore, we witness the extent to 
which Balram is mutilating his psyche and personality as he tries to convince himself by 
saying that “[w]e have left the villages, but the masters still own us, body, soul, and arse” 
(169). After being exploited by his family, now Balram sees himself as a material property of 
his masters.  
Moreover, as a mechanism for bringing into effect, its fantasy, the source of the 
projection can “as well attack and destroy the object” (Segal 27). A similar pattern of 
destruction can be seen in action in the novel as well. Balram’s masters control and 
manipulate him by intimidation and blackmail, putting his family’s life to threat in case of 
defiance of their orders. Attached to his family and fearing for their safety, Balram can offer 
no resentment or think of defying his master’s, and he blindly confesses to a crime he never 
committed:  
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My life had been written away. I had to go to jail for a killing I had not done. I 
was in terror, and yet not once did the thought of running away cross my 
mind. Not once did the thought, I’ll tell the judge the truth, cross my mind. I 
was trapped in the Rooster Coop. (Tiger 177; emphasis in the original) 
Balram’s “life had been written away” (177), he had to assent to the fate of a murderer to 
save his family. His inescapability from a life-threatening situation forced onto him by his 
offenders, is a position of many oppressed and servile individuals in India.  
Adiga calls this predetermined status of persons in India as being held captive like 
helpless roosters in a butcher’s cage, or a “rooster coop”:  
Hundreds of pale hens and brightly coloured roosters stuffed tightly into wire-
mesh cages… They see the organs of their brothers lying around them. They 
know they are next. Yet they do not rebel. They do not try to get out of the 
coop. The very same thing is done with human beings in this country… [T]he 
Indian family, is the reason we are trapped and tied to the coop… only a man 
who is prepared to see his family destroyed – hunted, beaten, and burned alive 
by the masters – can break out of the coop. That would take no normal human 
being, but a freak, a pervert of nature. (176) 
According to Adiga, the lives of people in India are no more than that of roosters in a cage. 
Either the corrupt authorities subdue these miserable people, or butcher their families if they 
attempt to break out of their coops. Therefore, escaping from the clasp of despotic powers 
becomes impossible for ordinary human beings, and their fate is equivalent to that of a 
rooster in a butcher’s cage. It is a scathing attack on a dark India where oppression is 
something used by Indians against Indians. The implicit function of a “rooster coop” can be 
discerned using poststructuralist thinker Michel Foucault’s theory of “panopticism.” In his 
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text Discipline and Punish, Foucault argues that a state of conscious and permanent visibility 
assures the automatic functioning of power (201). The threat of constant surveillance 
guarantees discipline and the subject himself “becomes the principle of his own subjection” 
(203). Likewise, in their threatening and intimidation, Balram’s masters purposely create a 
“virtual panopticon,” a dangerous Indian “rooster coop” to ensure his obedience with their 
virtual gaze. The masters put Balram’s family under constant surveillance and “[t]hey had to 
know where [his] family was, at all times” (Tiger 66), which creates a threat in Balram of his 
family’s manslaughter. Thus, defiance of his masters’ orders becomes unattainable for 
Balram, and his inescapability is the result of automatic regulation of his movements in this 
“virtual panopticon.” Balram might think that he is behaving normally by not breaking out of 
this coop and saving his family from destruction as he says that “no normal human being, but 
a freak, a pervert of nature” (176) would do that. On the contrary, this is a sign of his 
abnormality as he has become a “passive carrier of outside projections as if possessed by 
them” (Aikens and Ellis 133). 
Adiga indicts Indian society for not only influencing but also for constructing 
Balram’s offensive, hopeless and oppressed identity. Goh has exposed this terrible aspect of 
Indian society in his article “Narrating ‘Dark’ India in Londonstani and The White Tiger: 
Sustaining Identity in the Diaspora.” Goh says in this context that Indian society is 
responsible for shaping the dark futures of its individuals and gives them no alternative but to 
exist helplessly in such a corrupt society. The dark futures of these people are a result of the 
dangerous projections received by them from their atrocious society. Individuals continue to 
live these projections with impaired thinking and get caught up in them offering no 
resistance. Through internalization, the victimized individuals unconsciously exist with “an 
invincible sense of disillusionment and cynicism, with little or no hope of escape or change 
available” (Nagpal qtd. in Goh 333). Goh’s insights about the negative aspects of Indian 
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society, particularly oppressive power and social injustice offer little hope to its people of a 
better future, and life goes on despite suffering and tragedy (331). Adiga gives a fictional 
representation to disturbing truths exposing what is hampering India’s genuine progress in the 
modern world. The defects of Indian society, especially within the sphere of lower class 
Indian families, have the potency to subjugate and breed servility into its individuals by 
projecting detrimental identities into them. 
1.2.   Projections into August from an “India of Light”  
While Balram’s society continually subdues him, which keeps him deprived of a 
bright future, Chatterjee’s protagonist August is positively pushed by his society into a 
“bright” future. However, it is his family’s materialist ambitions which subjugate August to 
pursue the profession of a civil servant and not his free will, rendering him psychologically 
impaired, just like Balram. Early on in The White Tiger, a mature Balram describes his 
country India as two nations “an India of Light and an India of Darkness” (Tiger 14). On the 
one hand, Balram exists in the “Dark India,” or the corrupt society of the country, whereas 
August lives in an “India of Light,” or the so-called advanced society of the country. 
Nonetheless, he still suffers from similar psychological and social drawbacks. In Chatterjee’s 
novel, the process of projective identification is oppressive even when it pushes individuals to 
pursue material wealth, instead of handing themselves over for exploitation. In analysing this 
process, it will become apparent that August’s rich social milieu, in contrast to Balram’s 
background, is equally potent in causing detrimental effects to his identity. Thus, class 
differences are less important than subjectivity in the representation of identity in modern 
Indian fiction.  
In a conscious attempt to inculcate “ideal” qualities into August, his society projects 
its conception of a lucrative career into him, resulting in August’s capricious self. August is a 
fickle-minded, young man from an Indian metropolis, who “never had any ambition” 
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(English 153), and rather wants an undemanding, easy going life. Such a desire for an 
uncomplicated life, like that of a “free” stray dog, is given vent to by a teenage August in his 
essay on “My Ambition,” in his last school year (43): 
In his essay, Agastya had said that his real ambition was to be a domesticated 
male stray dog because they lived the best life…A stray dog was free; he slept 
a lot, barked unexpectedly and only when he wanted to, and got a lot of sex. 
(44) 
In his “frank” essay, the expediency of being a “free” stray dog means an undemanding life. 
Thus, August’s composition frankly suggests that his life is completely the opposite, that his 
family and social class have destined him to lead a life which will have heavy demands 
placed on him, and to escape it, he imagines being a stray dog, which could give freedom of 
his self. On the contrary, August’s self desires to lead his “secret life” (89) freely; life in 
which he could indulge in enjoying marijuana (92), gratifying himself as a voyeur (15), 
following lazy fantasies—“Vienna and Hong Kong and kink in Bangkok” (167), and 
pursuing his favourite discipline, English. The free-roaming dog metaphor as idealized by 
August gives a sheer contrast to the captive state of Balram as a rooster. However, there is an 
irony in the choice of the animal since the stray dogs do not have “the best life” but are 
subject to hunger, disease and other hardships. While it may seem that August desires 
freedom, the metaphor he has chosen for himself conceals the kicks and blows that a stray 
dog receives.  
In any case, August’s desires are deemed to be trivial and a reflection of his 
incompetence by his social institutions, family and work-sphere. In the family, August 
receives a critical objection by his uncle Pultu Kaku, who holds August’s choice of the 
subject English as irrelevant: “Chaucer and Swift, what are you going to do with these 
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irrelevancies?” (English 70; emphasis in the original). Conventionally, Indian society’s 
despotic belief is that any college going youngster like August must wilfully or forcefully get 
into a field of study, which would fetch him a high-profile, lucrative job. A job which also 
brings with it as incentives general reputation, power, money, marriage prospects, and that 
this extensive package gives life-long financial and social security to the individual.
 3
 Thus, 
his uncle is consciously transmitting his perception of English as an inadequate discipline 
into August. By the introduction of this idea, August is being deluded into believing that by 
following his dream, he cannot “do” anything to lead a valuable life, that is, no real job, no 
money, no reputation, no power and none of the incentives which come along with a high-
profile profession. More importantly, it is being emphasized to August that to make a niche in 
his status-driven society; he has to focus on the worth of his pay package.  
According to Klein’s concept of projective identification, August’s uncle is similar to 
a source, who “puts good parts of the self into other people in order to keep them safe, 
perhaps whilst internal struggles occur” (changingminds.org). Unlike the projections Balram 
experiences in which the source seeks to expel bad parts of the self, or seeks the destruction 
of the object, August’s uncle, thinking that his belief is good wants to create this view in 
August. Although he presumes this to be good for August, his uncle’s disparaging remark is a 
conscious attempt to transform and possess August’s mind; ultimately he is “‘forcing 
[himself]’ into the object in order to control it” (Goretti 402). Thus, bred on snobbery and 
having turned into a “passive carrier of outside projections as if possessed by them” (Aikens 
and Ellis 133), August, like Balram, passively accepts and internalizes these projections and 
joins the Indian Administrative Services, a certain key to the “incentive package.” In a review 
of  S.K. Das’s monograph on corruption in Indian Administrative Services, Saeed Shafqat 
                                                          
3
 It is a general practice in Indian society to implant its rigid belief in a profession of utopian 
perfection into countless young lives, pushing them into jobs and related fields of study, 
despite their lack of interest in such a field. 
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underscores Das’s finding that in this elitist and high-paying profession “those who have an 
aptitude for making money are joining the civil services in India” (Shafqat 1085). 
Apparently, with no inclination to get into the administrative job, August has been pushed 
into a money-hoarding profession. 
 Moreover, once he takes up this position, an internalization of the projection that 
English is a derogatory discipline makes August so critical about his choice of studying 
English at college level that this results in an acute paranoia in him. He fears that others in the 
civil service will loathe him if he informs them about his discipline of study, which is evident 
in his extreme embarrassment in telling this to his superior, Srivastava. Just as we witnessed 
Balram convincing himself of others’ projected desires as a form of submission, here we 
again see in August, the projection overriding the original desires of the protagonist: 
“English Sir”…and wished that it had been something more respectable, 
Physics or Economics or Mathematics or Law, a subject that at least sounded 
as though one had to study for its exams. Many times in those months, in 
myriad forms, he was to feel embarrassed about his past, and wish that it had 
been something else. (English 70; emphasis in the original) 
Nevertheless, August is repeatedly ridiculed for his choice of “[a] useless subject” (70). His 
delusion that he should have had chosen a “respectable” subject, requiring tremendous labour 
on its students’ part, is evidence of how much he abhors a part of his self, which committed a 
mistake in choosing a rather disrespectable subject in his society’s view. Thus, family and co-
service men, his social institutions act as agents of “unconscious psychodynamics” (“Racism” 
205) in constructing his projected identity of a pseudo-snob.  
Consequently, the internalization of the projection unsettles August’s thinking 
capacity as he turns incapable of deciding anything particular for his future. August’s 
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unsettled state of mind is a condition which Klein has observed to be occurring in “the 
recipient of the projection…a loss of both identity and insight as they are caught up in and 
manipulated by the other person’s fantasy” (Laing 37). Thus, having lost “insight” under the 
projection of a pseudo-snob, August becomes clueless about his future, and although he has 
achieved the so-called fancy, future securing job of IAS, he sounds more and more 
disoriented: 
[H]e would think about his situation and his job…there was nothing specific 
that he wanted to do, no other job, and then with a smile he would retort, Yes, 
there was, design colour schemes for trains, be a domesticated male stray dog, 
or like Madan, even half-wish to be murdered. (English 76)  
Ironically, just like when he was a teenager, now an adult August continues to wish to be a 
“domesticated” (76) stray dog as he believes these are “free” (44). This suggests that after all 
this time, August still desperately longs for a free self, with which he could have autonomy:  
He had no definite memories of happiness in Delhi; all he knew was that he 
had not been unhappy, and that seemed enough. Perhaps he was merely 
longing for the past in an uncongenial present, forgetting its petty 
unhappiness, bewitched by it only because he was not its master. (164)  
August’s “longing for the past in an uncongenial present” (164) even though “he was not its 
master” (164), accentuates the fact that in the present, his society’s projections have 
intensified. His self has absolutely no freedom, which comes as a revelation in his saying that 
“living as we do, is imposed upon us” (154). Thus, experiencing a sense of loss of his self, 
August desperately wants to cling to it.  
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Klein has observed that not everybody affected by the projective identification loses a 
sense of their real self but only “[i]n extreme cases, the recipient may lose any sense of their 
real self” (Laing 37). August’s apprehension of losing his self indicates that he retains a sense 
of it, and is not completely “psychologically blinded” (Fanon) by the outside projections. It is 
because subconsciously his self is “continually taunting” (English 154) him of how bereft he 
is in having no command over it and its judgements, and is rather churning his life into an 
unhappy existence in his “uncongenial present” (154):  
[f]or life had suddenly become a black and serious business, with a tantalizing, 
painfully elusive, definite but clichéd, goal, how to crush the relentlessness in 
his mind. That is why he began to feel his experience of Madna was wasted 
time; the seconds ticked away as he saw his unhappiness etched even in the 
stains on the wall. That men at some time are masters of their fates was no 
longer merely a famous quotation. The idea taunted him continually taunting 
him to confront it, but his mind responded only dully… (154) 
Therefore, from having no ambition in the past, August’s goal in the present is to try 
relentlessly and escape his current repulsive life situation. 
However, although August’s pain is relentlessly choking his self, his family continues 
to pester him to live Indian society’s evergreen ideal, that is, hanging on to the “incentive 
package.” August’s family is persistently affecting him with their conscious projections to 
fulfil their egotistical fancy of shaping August into an elitist as they hold his desires to be 
invalid. According to the Kleinian theory, this is a characteristic feature of a “self-fulfilling” 
source, for whom “projective identification can become a self-fulfilling prophecy, whereby 
[the source], believing something false about another, influences or coerces that person to 
carry out that precise projection” (Aikens and Ellis 133). In this way, oblivious to his son’s 
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pain, August’s father reinforces it to him, in a letter, urging him to hold on to the dominant 
profession: 
My dear Ogu…At this moment, Madna might seem dull to you and life 
perhaps unsettling, but do not decide to leave your job for only this reason. 
Ogu, do not choose the soft option just because it is the soft option, one cannot 
fulfil oneself by doing this. Yes, it is also true that it is your life, and the 
decisions will have to be yours. No more homilies…With love, Baba. (English 
168)   
On one hand, the father sounds liberal in his thoughts when he permits August to have 
authority over his decisions and himself, yet, on the other, he also asserts his prejudice 
against following one’s passions, the “[softer] option” (168), which does not provide 
sufficient resources to lead an attractive life. Additionally, August’s uncle, Pultu Kaku, 
continually ridicules him so that August confines himself to his job, and the mere idea of 
giving up the much-coveted incentive package is scornful to him: “What is this rubbish, that 
you want to leave the IAS and want Tonic to give you a job…You want to leave a good job 
to work for a publishing firm?” (166-67). Nevertheless, holding onto a sense of his self, 
August is desperate to break out of his “hazaar fucked” (5) life in an abhorrent job.4 
 Still, August’s society has not completely devoured his self, and so his corrupt co-
officers patiently wait to transmit the “contagious” Indian bureaucracy into him. His co-
workers see him as an "innocent" amateur in the crowd, lacking the infectious bureaucratic 
traits of IAS officers in him (English 53). Extolling it as a supposedly virtuous trait, a senior 
officer Kumar divulges the practices of Indian bureaucrats, who exploit and squeeze most out 
of their fancy job to August: 
                                                          
4
 Hazaar—a thousand, but used generally in the sense of a lot. 
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I don’t know how it is in other countries…but in India from washing your arse 
to dying; an ordinary citizen is up against the Government. And your senior 
IAS bastards swell up because of the power they fool around with, especially 
in a district. To be able to play God over say, 17,000 square kilometres is 
not—what’s the word?—conducive to humility. You see, Sen, India has had a 
tradition of bureaucracy. (47; emphasis in the original) 
Officer Kumar is strategically exposing August to the “traditional” contagion of Indian red 
tape, with which the “senior IAS bastards” (47) under the pretext of their dominant position, 
bungle governmental duties and leverage resources. According to Kumar, the Indian 
government does not cater to the needs of its ordinary citizens, thus creating unnecessary 
trouble for its bureaucrats to micromanage the woes of these ill-treated citizens. Additionally, 
he says that managing a vast country like India with numerous small districts in each of its 
states, is an exhaustive task, impossible to materialize with “humility” (47). Thus, by giving 
up modesty and adopting corrupt practices, the bureaucrats can easily claim to be working for 
the benefit of the people, although, in actuality “they fool around” (47) and siphon the 
government’s money. Moreover, for Kumar, corruption at the hands of Indian bureaucrats is 
a legitimate excuse to run an uncontrollably vast country, India. Kumar is an exemplar of the 
multi-faceted, corrupt Indian bureaucracy, who is consciously projecting the defective aspect 
of administration into August by his account. According to the Kleinian theory, the corrupt 
officer becomes a source, who projects the fraudulent bureaucracy as “the bad object into 
another person, so it becomes a part of that person” (changingminds.org). In this way, the 
corrupt bureaucrat aims to project the defective bureaucracy into August so that August starts 
living like a “corrupt” official.  
Moreover, August is occasionally subjected to more of such projections of faulty 
strategies of bureaucracy by other unprincipled bureaucrats. These unethical strategies have 
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been underscored by S.K. Das in his book Public Office, Private Interest: Bureaucracy and 
Corruption in India, as “monopolistic,” “pervasive,”  “organized,” and “[colonizing]”:  
The public bureaucracy in India is rated as one of the most corrupt in the 
world…it perturbing that corruption is “pervasive,” “organized,” 
“monopolistic,” and has “colonized the entire public bureaucracy. (qtd. in 
Shafqat 1085) 
By this account, Das offers an alarming account of how the bureaucrats in India are plaguing 
the government departments with their condemnable strategies, and are serving their selfish 
interests with the government’s money. Their “monopolistic” façade gives them access to any 
resourceful channel in the state, which renders money and power. In the novel, a braggart 
Mrs Srivastava exemplifies the monopolistic bureaucrats by fervently flaunting the 
educational degrees she has been procuring under her husband’s bureaucratic “reign” to 
August. In the process, she is unconsciously projecting her husband’s “monopolistic” (1085) 
trait into August, as the narrator says: 
Mrs. Srivastava was one kind of wife to a Collector; their “further studies” 
depended entirely on where their husbands were posted. While the husband 
worked, the wife gathered degrees from the sad colleges of the small towns. It 
was not easy to refuse admission or a degree to the wife of a Collector... even 
if their previous degrees were from places that the Principal of the college was 
not sure existed…But these wives used their degrees well, for brandishing 
them with pride (justifiably, because the degrees indicated, if not their level of 
education, at least the force of their husbands’ clout), they returned to those 
colleges to teach the rubbish they had learnt. It was even more difficult to 
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prevent them from teaching because that would mean depriving the 
Collector’s family of a good monthly sum. (English 71-72) 
As the collectors’ postings change, their incompetent wives, like Mrs Srivastava, allegedly 
get the proprietorship of the higher educational institutions in the district. The monopoly “of 
their husbands’ clout” (72) dexterously exploit these local colleges, firstly, by obliging the 
college to admit and then apprehensively recruit their inept wives. In the process, their 
strategic monopoly is employed to leverage the government resources.  
Furthermore, due to its “pervasive” (Das qtd. in Shafqat 1085) nature, the 
bureaucratic endemic has entered into its official hierarchical system in order to “colonize” it, 
and to generate many more unscrupulous bureaucrats. So when an accomplished, dishonest 
officer Kumar brags to August about the ubiquitous nature of corrupt Indian bureaucracy, he 
attempts to transmit this endemic into August to colonize his mind:  
“You’re the guest of the police, bhai. The police can do anything”…“In 
government, you’ll realize this over the years, Sen, there’s nothing such as 
absolute honesty, there are only degrees of dishonesty. All officers are more or 
less dishonest…But, of course, honesty does not mean efficiency.” (English 
156-57) 
In saying that “[t]he police can do anything,” and that August “will realize this over the 
years” (157), officer Kumar is already projecting the idea into August that he has to become a 
part of the malicious bureaucratic system with a chosen degree of dishonesty in this 
involvement.  
With the assistance of its pervasiveness, the Indian bureaucracy has created a well 
“organized” (Das qtd. in Shafqat 1085) corrupt hierarchical structure with a collaboration of 
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all officials from bureaucrats to peons. This suggests that only when a top official, an 
administrator to the lower ones like peons, benefit each other, the scaffold of this scandalous 
bureaucracy can efficiently stand without falling apart: 
Many peons… [preferred] to clean the shit of the progeny of a Collector than 
to shuttle files in an office. Their priorities made sense…at home, while they 
were bringing him his shoes or taking away his slippers, they were close 
enough to grovel for their desires, for a little land, for the expedition of a 
government loan, for a peon’s post in some office for their sons […] 
The contract was implicit but clear. The Collectors and their wives believed 
vehemently in the indignity of labour (so did most of Madna believe that one’s 
social standing was in inverse proportion to the amount of one’s own work 
that one did oneself), and it is easier to believe these things when one’s 
domestic servants are being paid  by the Government. (English 67-68)  
This whole event of watching peons, “[official] government servants, [doing] the domestic 
chores” of the Collector Srivastava and his family, during a dinner, comes as an “unconscious 
psychodynamics” of the society to breed bureaucratic tactics into August. 
 In addition to this, August gets a recommendation from his senior to pick up the 
bureaucrats’ profane language as incompetent officers must resort to swearing names so that 
they could exploit others and get their work done:  
“Pursue RDC about your language tutor. Without the language, you will never 
survive. And you have to pursue these things because even RDC, like the rest 
of these fellows, would rather die than do any extra work, because to die 
means more rest.” (74) 
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From being forced to learn the traditional bureaucratic traits of exploitation to learning their 
forked tongue, August’s self becomes overwhelmed by the projections of this enormous 
endemic, bureaucracy in India.  
According to Das, Indian “bureaucracy [is used] as an instrument of personal power 
and gain and have been a key factor in escalating corruption and efficiency, and in scaring 
talent away from Indian civil service” (Shafqat 1087). Therefore, a large number of corrupt 
men are responsible for a widespread identity damage of Indian individuals with their 
“unconscious communications” (“Racism” 198), inducing psychological blindness in them. 
Similarly, August becomes a victim of the continual societal projections engulfing his self, 
and triumphantly reminding him of his insufficiency in having no authority over himself. 
However, worn out and grappling in his uncongenial society, August’s sense of loss of his 
self drives him to look actively for a suitable form of existence as he says to himself: “I don’t 
want challenges or responsibility or anything, all I want is to be happy…the span of my life is 
less important than its quality” (English 166-67).  
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2. Mimicking a Hostile Other 
Introduction 
 A recurrent attack on the innocent selves of Adiga’s Balram and Chatterjee’s August 
by their societies’ hostile projections triggers an exigency in them, which demands ways for 
mere survival. Grappling for occasional bouts of freedom for their selves, the two characters 
espouse a defensive form of existence. In their self-defence, the protagonists put into effect 
“mimicking” the actions of intimidating others, believing that by reciprocating their 
hostilities, the characters could liberate themselves. This mechanism also serves as a means 
to give vent to their utter rage against intimidating others. However, in their enactment of 
mimicking hostile others, they are in turn strongly disturbed by their devised corrupt selves 
since it becomes unbearable for them to live with disturbing identities within themselves.    
2.1. Balram’s Failed Attempts of Aping the Master Class and his Family  
Silently smothering under his family’s and masters’ hostile projections, Balram’s self 
unmutes itself so as to question how he could liberate himself from their enslaving power. For 
self-liberation, Balram believes that he must achieve power identical to hostile others with his 
newly devised modus operandi, which is, firstly to “mimic” his master class by behaving like 
them and concomitantly experiencing their dominant power. For aping his masters’ 
behaviour, Balram develops their proclivities from blackmailing to visiting classy malls and 
from flaunting their style of attire to developing a lust for their choice of escort women. 
However, Balram invites mockery for his self in imitating the superior class, and his vain 
efforts do not offer him a long-term solution to escape subjugation at their hands. Secondly, 
Balram mimics or reciprocates his family’s cruel behaviour, thereby getting a sense of 
liberation from their dominance. Still, his innocent self cannot condone an inhuman self 
within him, which manages to bring momentary freedom for him.  
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Balram’s modus operandi, “mimicry,” is a form of self-defence employed by a subjugated 
self for its survival. In his essay “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial 
Discourse,” Homi Bhabha propounds that a subdued self “employs mimicry as a powerful 
tool for liberation from the domination imposed” (Yazdiha 32) upon him by an intimidating 
other. Thus, imitation becomes a form of subversion “founded on the undecidability that 
turns the discursive conditions of dominance into the grounds of intervention” (Bhabha 112). 
To elucidate: by mimicking the attributes of an oppressive other, the self tries to resemble 
him, not to go together or to “[harmonize]” (85) with him but to turn “the gaze” (112) of the 
dominant other away from himself. In doing so, the self eludes any chances of 
“discrimination and domination” (112). Although Bhabha’s concept of “mimicry” is a means 
to subvert the former colonial powers, who continue to intervene and control their previous 
colonies (See Sartre), I argue that this concept is as much pertinent to Balram. In the wake of 
his subjugation by a series of jeopardizing societal projections, Balram has turned into a 
“mimic” man for “liberation from the dominance imposed” (Yazdiha 32) upon him. 
However, Balram’s mimicry is ineffective in deriving absolute freedom from his hostile 
family and masters, and his action becomes just a meagre attempt to get exposure to the 
freedom which exists outside their clutches. Balram’s inability to think of standing tall in 
defiance of his masters or family suggests that it is the collective result of his long-term 
subjugation and his social hierarchy. These have placed tight constraints on his thinking 
capacity, which can only envision occasional bouts of freedom by defying the superior 
authority in their semblance while continuing to suffer as a “rooster” in their trap.  
Balram gives his innocent self an experiential learning of the fraudulent traits of his 
masters to master his masters’ fraudulence. “Raised in darkness” (Tiger 14), Balram is “still 
pure” (147) in his mind. However, his instigated self wants to retaliate against his masters, 
who do not care about his supposedly worthless life; moreover, they negligently blackmail 
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and frame him for murder, which their family member Pinky Madam commits. Blackmailing 
is a fraudulent tool of his master class with which they occasionally subdue Balram and even 
project threats into him so that he takes charge of murder. Anticipating to having an upper 
hand over the tyranny of his masters, Balram commences his trivial attempts to acquire his 
masters’ fraudulent façade, and he enquires from a fellow-driver about “[h]ow many ways 
[were] there for a driver to cheat his master?” (228). Balram’s question implies that he is 
consciously choosing to imbibe fraudulence as a strategy to experience the power of his 
superior class concomitant with their corrupt traits. When seen through Lacan’s lens of 
“mimicry,” Balram, while mimicking his masters’ corrupt practices, is striving to become 
mottled “against a mottled background…exactly like the technique of camouflage practised 
in human warfare” (Lacan qtd. in Bhabha 85). To elucidate: in gradually learning efficient 
techniques of cheating his masters, Balram intends to camouflage and empower his self with 
a minuscule fragment of his masters’ colossally corrupt practices. After that, employing his 
recently developed fraudulence to reciprocate his masters’ hostility, Balram himself says to 
have cheated them in a series of pilferages: 
I cheated my employer. I siphoned his petrol; I took his car to a corrupt 
mechanic who billed him for work that was not necessary; and three times, 
while driving back to Buckingham B, I picked up a paying customer.  
The strangest thing was that each time I looked at the cash I had made by 
cheating him, instead of guilt, what did I feel? 
Rage. (Tiger 230-31)  
Balram’s “rage” suggests that he is frantically soaking up unethical traits like an act of self-
incitation because “[t]he more [he] stole from [masters], the more [he] realized how much 
[they] had stolen from [him]” (231). In committing these paltry thefts, Balram gets a queer 
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sense of achievement in defying his masters by stealthily exploiting their resources. In 
reciprocating their fraudulence, a favourable outcome of his petty success is the joy of his 
negligible freedom. Moreover, each new trivial achievement adds impetus to further mimic 
his offenders’ fraudulent blackmailing such that he now thinks “[he] should have asked them 
for money when they made [him] sign that thing. Enough money to sleep with twenty white-
skinned girls” (230; emphasis in the original). This incident is a supreme irony, as Balram has 
masterminded the whole process of mimicking his offenders’ fraudulence in order to “defy” 
them for falsely framing him for murder he never committed. On the contrary, he now 
believes that “he should have asked them for money” (230) in negotiation when they were 
framing him for “murder.”   
This highly paradoxical episode underscores Balram’s pitiable psychological 
condition as a recipient of his society’s hostile projections because he still “suffers a loss of 
both identity and insight” (Laing 37). Balram could unobjectionably let his offenders frame 
him for a murder in exchange for a “trifling sum,” which implies that he is suffering from an 
impaired thinking, and cannot think of destroying them. This loss of insight in Balram is an 
adverse effect of the highly delusive societal projections, which have also been identified by 
Robbie B.H. Goh as forces of an oppressive society inducing “disillusionment and cynicism” 
into Balram. Goh says in this context that “Adiga’s White Tiger has been called a ‘black 
comedy,’ marked by an invincible sense of disillusionment and cynicism, with little or no 
hope of escape or change available to the protagonists and with a strong sense of fatalism 
pervading the text” (333). According to Goh, Balram’s oppressive society limits the 
parameters of his thinking capacity. He has no hope for a better future, not more than a 
servile being, and this strong sense of “fatalism” (333) shoves him into negotiating with his 
oppressors, instead of breaking out of their captivity. Therefore, not visualizing a life beyond 
suffering in his coop, Balram is giving into his captivity with some benefaction. Balram’s 
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cynicism about his masters’ behaviour increases to the extent that, in the process of frequent 
pilferages, he even “understand[s] what [his master] wanted to say, the way dogs understand 
their masters” (Tiger 111). In Bhabha’s terminology, a subdued self has an obsession with the 
superior other, and mimicry “is the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other” (86). Thus, 
Balram’s cynical self is jostling to acquire power identical to his masters’ for the sake of his 
intermittent freedom, and he cannot think of abandoning his social strictures or his trivial 
attempts of defiance.   
 Moreover, to achieve undifferentiated power, Balram struggles to suppress his lower 
class identity. In The White Tiger, Adiga makes a subtle comment on the social divisions 
prevalent in Indian society by accentuating the fact that not only the lower class in India 
receives a label of “LS-low society” but their outward appearance also marks their low status. 
For instance, Adiga identifies that a T-shirt, an all “white, with a small word in English in the 
centre” (Tiger 150) is an up-market attire of the master class. On the contrary, the lower class 
is looked down upon for their “weird” choice of a T-shirt “very colourful, with lots of words 
and designs on it” (149). Apparently, Balram has grown to like what marks his low status and 
despises the drab choice of the wealthy class as “no T-shirt [he] would ever choose to buy at 
a store” (149). However, for Balram, suppressing his lower class outward appearance which 
is evident in his style of clothing, is a prerequisite for camouflaging his self with their 
semblance to achieve their superior power. So far, he has been stealthily committing petty 
thefts to defy them, but trending the attire of the master class is going to be an extraordinary 
endeavour to cheat them creatively on their faces. In this way, Balram rather wants to get the 
“first taste of the fugitive’s life” (152) by defying this superior class in their masterly robes, 
other than practising their fraudulent ways. Therefore, he enters a classy mall while taking 
advantage of his camouflaged identity in a “rich man’s plain T-shirt” (152). However, he 
does this not to “[harmonize] with the background but against a mottled background, of 
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becoming mottled—exactly like the technique of camouflage practised in human warfare” 
(Lacan qtd. in Bhabha 85). Just as a fugitive, fearing that “someone would say, Hey! That 
man is a paid driver! What’s he doing in here?” (Tiger 152), Balram successfully escapes 
“the gaze” of the superior class in their semblance. Regardless of “all of them [who] seemed 
to be watching [him]” (152), he recurrently achieves to overthrow their domination by 
“[turning] the gaze of the discriminated back upon the eye of power” (Bhabha 112). He is 
successful in deceiving all of them including the guards of the mall while getting in and: 
[g]etting out… [as] again the guards didn’t say a word to [him], and [he] 
walked back to the parking lot, got into the car, and changed back into [his] 
usual, richly coloured shirt, and left the rich man’s plain T-shirt in a bundle 
near [his] feet. (Tiger 152) 
Balram’s clothing gives him an undistinguishable identity in such a way that, none of the 
guards or the superior class inside the mall could identify his low status or could stop him 
from entering the classy mall because “he is a paid driver!” (152). In his disguise, Balram 
cannot be spotted or subjugated, which is a reinforcement of Bhabha’s assertion that “[i]f 
discriminatory effects enable the authorities to keep an eye on [the subdued], their 
proliferating difference evades that eye, escapes that surveillance” (112). Unspotted and 
undefeated, this is another moment to rejoice for Balram with his transient freedom of self, 
which comes only with the fugitive effect of mimicry.  
However, what is threatening for Balram is that his impermanent freedom comes at 
the cost of suppressing his innocent self. As soon as Balram leaves the mall, he retrieves the 
skin of his desired innocent self by “[changing] back into his usual richly coloured shirt” 
(Tiger 152) and suppresses “the rich man’s plain T-shirt in a bundle near [his] feet” (152). 
The way Balram crushes the rich man’s shirt under his feet shows his rancour for their class. 
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Moreover, his changing back into his clothes shows that he completely loathes his devised 
corrupt self, who flaunts the rich man’s skin as according to his conception “[i]t was like no 
T-shirt [he] would ever choose to buy” (149). He still wants to associate himself with what 
marks his low-class identity, no matter if it is an innocent choice of a colourful T-shirt so dear 
to him. Still, flaunting the masterly robe is just another “chance to be a man” (318). This 
episode underscores Balram’s pitiable struggle to negotiate a brief moment of freedom, 
which allows him to live like a man, instead of a servile rooster in a coop. 
Nevertheless, already having had the “taste of the fugitive’s life” (Tiger 152) once and 
sensing the fugitive freedom that comes with it, Balram is readily drawn into committing 
more of such acts. At the cost of his innocent self suffering ignominy, he apes his master’s 
whoring activities with “blond” women. Having seen a corrupt government official asking his 
master Mr Ashok if he “[w]anted to do it?” (216) with “[a] magical friend” (216), a 
Ukrainian student turned into a prostitute, drives Balram to seek out identical prostitutes with 
“golden and glossy” (217) hair, just like his master’s choice. In trying to pursue the superior’s 
choice, Balram seeks to “[deform] and [displace] all sites of discrimination and domination” 
(Bhabha 112). Gradually “deforming” all possibilities of discrimination from the master class 
is the only means Balram has to augment his sense of power and status. Moreover, such 
practices give him occasional bouts of appealing freedom. Therefore, nullifying the master-
servant division, he pesters a fellow-driver to arrange a blond woman for him. He “[shows] 
him the strand of golden hair—[he] kept tied around [his] wrist, like a locket” (Tiger 227), 
that of the Ukrainian blond as if it is a measure of the quality of prostitute, which he should 
get to match his status with his master class: 
                                                  […] “How much will it cost?”  
“High-class or low-class? Virgin or non-virgin? All depends.” 
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“I don’t care. She just has to have golden hair—like in the shampoo 
advertisements.” (228) 
This episode implies that Balram “does not care” (228) what costs he may have to incur in 
monetary, ethical, or emotional terms for his monomaniacal ways to acquire the coveted 
superior class. Balram’s obsession with the superior class, rather than looking beyond his 
inconsequential opposition to them suggests that his rational faculty has stopped working.    
No matter how much Balram may grapple to mimic the superiors, his cultural values 
and lower status in his social hierarchy will always inhibit his efforts of assimilation with this 
class. When out there to gratify himself with the pleasures of the wealthy class, Balram’s low 
status evident in his demeanour and mannerisms is derided by a procurer, a hotel-manager: 
The manager shook his head. “A golden-haired woman—for him?” 
He put his hands on the counter and leaned over so he could see me from the 
toes up. 
“For him?” (Tiger 232; emphasis in the original) 
The hotel manager’s scornful criticism of Balram’s classy desires despite his inferior look 
reinforces the prevalent cultural denunciation of people who mimic others, inviting mockery 
for their selves and are deemed social aberrations (Sartre). Still, in a condescending manner, 
at the cost of “[w]orking-class surcharge” (233), the hotel-manager offers Balram to indulge 
in an act of self-gratification. On the one hand, the manager derides Balram of having no 
entitlement to the pleasures of the superior class, and on the other, by taxing him more for his 
low status, he leaves no opportunity of exploiting Balram. Yet, deriding him again, the 
manager crushes Balram’s much-awaited fantasy and reminds him that “[o]nce a servant, [is] 
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always a servant” (298) when instead of a blond “just like in the shampoo advertisements!” 
(217), he gives Balram a “dye job!” (235): 
“This,” I shouted at him, pulling the girl by her hair, “is not real gold.” 
The roots were black! It was all a dye job! (235) 
Balram’s society has labelled him as low class, and now he is contemptibly treated by the 
same society for daring to dream beyond his class. Kathleen Waller argues about the class 
structures in Indian society that “the social structure and practices of hierarchy…keep many 
people in the lower classes of Indian society” (1). Hurled by the master class, the hotel-
manager mocks Balram for his attempts to mimic their superior façade when he says: “What 
do you expect, for seven thousand? The real thing costs forty, fifty” (Tiger 235). Balram’s 
fantasy for a blond woman is yet another desire to grab an opportunity to live like a man as 
free and superior as the master class. However, his society recurrently subverts his desire.  
As a consequence of the sum of these abuses, Balram ironically makes his stand 
against his “rooster coop” by becoming a butcher himself. Balram resorts to aggression and 
violence to mimic his masters’ brutality in holding him captive in a “rooster coop.” The 
source of his aggression, which psychologically devastates Balram, derives directly from his 
corrupt society. His aggression is yet another consequence of his undergoing severe identity 
mutation living through several societal projections. In his article “Hate, Projective 
Identification, and the Psychotherapist’s Struggle,” Robert T. Waska says that there is a 
“relationship between projective identification and aggression” (33): 
The relationship between projective identification and aggression is explored 
through case material in which the psychotherapist felt strongly influenced by 
the patient’s projections. Through a variety of interpersonal and intrapsychic 
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dynamics, the patient evoked an unconscious and conscious sense of hate in 
the psychotherapist that emerged in a countertransference dream. (33) 
In this case study, Waska shows that a psychotherapist unconsciously receives hostile 
attributes from his patient while curing him, which evoke a “conscious sense of hate” (33) in 
him. Similarly, Balram, while serving his masters, becomes aware of his devious thoughts, 
and attributes these to his corrupt master’s influence on him: “All these changes happened to 
me because they happened first in Mr Ashok. He returned from America, an innocent man, 
but life in Delhi corrupted him—and once the master of the Honda City becomes corrupted, 
how can the driver stay innocent?” (Tiger 197). In this way, in the company of his corrupt 
master, Balram too has turned corrupt, which prompts him to reciprocate his master’s 
brutality towards him. Balram, who was once “pure” (14), develops a strange animalistic 
facet in him and chooses to kill his master Mr Ashok, from whom he has learned brutality. 
The moment of the murder described in detail by Adiga, harks back to the blood of the 
rooster coop: 
The Stork’s son opened his eyes – just as I pierced his neck – and his lifeblood 
spurted into my eyes. I was blind. I was a free man. When I got the blood out 
of my eyes, it was all over for Mr Ashok. The blood was draining from the 
neck quite fast – I believe that is the way the Muslims kill their chickens. 
(285)  
Ironically, Balram’s “psychological blindness” due to several projections into him reflects in 
his state of “blindness” (285) with the blood of his master in his eyes. Although he kills his 
master to break out of his clasp, he rather gets into another coop. As a criminal on the run, 
Balram actually turns into a fugitive fearing surveillance of the police, and a real panopticon 
(292).   
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Not only has Balram’s animosity for his master class shoved him into mimicking 
them but his rancour against his family has also led him to reciprocate their unsympathetic 
behaviour. Balram, who was perturbed by the thoughts of his family’s safety while he was 
captive in his “rooster coop,” drastically revises his process of reflection through a sense of 
awakening; in a way the Buddha had achieved enlightenment to liberate himself from the 
cycles of continued rebirth in this world (Tiger 315). According to his new awareness, the 
significance of family for Balram is merely an exploitative bond: 
[…] I have woken up, and the rest of you are still sleeping, and that is the only 
difference between us. 
I shouldn’t think of them at all. My family. (315) 
In his awakened state, Balram develops an aversion to his family, for they have progressively 
battered his injured self with their hostile projections. His family has certainly exploited him 
by shoving him into the hands of a moneylender to let him butcher Balram’s ambitions and 
youth, bit by bit by labouring him in his childhood. Therefore, considering his bond with his 
family as a fallacy, just like the Buddha, Balram wants to liberate himself from the cycles of 
continued suffering, and does not hesitate over his family’s homicide at the hands of his 
masters. Balram’s masters manslaughter his family as compensation for his murdering their 
family member Mr Ashok. Moreover, when the news about the killings appears in a 
newspaper as “Family of 17 Murdered in North Indian Village” (314), Balram, suspecting it 
could be his family, “[crumples] that paper and [throws] it away” (314) in order “to be safe” 
(314). In “[being] safe” (314), Balram is renouncing his family by all means for his 
liberation, which underscores his inhuman self, who is precisely reciprocating his family’s 
unsympathetic behaviour. Balram is untying the opportunistic bond he has been compelled to 
share with his family for years due to their hostile projections. Thus, in an earnest prayer for 
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the departed, he can only ask them to depart even from his subconscious mind, and to leave 
his self in peace:  
[…] I went to a temple and performed last rites there for all of them: Kusum, 
Kishan, and all my aunts, cousins, nephews, and nieces. I even said a prayer 
for the water buffalo. Who knows who has lived and who has not? And then I 
said to Kishan, and to Kusum, and to all of them: “Now leave me in peace.” 
And they have…by and large. (314) 
Balram’s rejection of his family to be “destroyed – hunted, beaten, and burned alive by the 
masters” (176), despite his earlier conviction that “only a man…no normal human being but a 
freak, a pervert of nature” (176) could do that, marks the pinnacle of his mimicry, a brutal 
reaction to compensate the brutality done to him. Balram’s modus operandi for self-liberation 
is a tragic irony as this is not the kind of self-liberation that the Buddha had preached. 
Unfailingly, mimicry fails him yet again as Balram’s adopted brutality becomes a life-
long moral culpability for him, recurrently reminding him of his dehumanization in the form 
of hallucinations. An apparition of the water-buffalo from his village taunts his innocent self 
about his misdeed in imitating his family’s unsympathetic behaviour by being immensely 
harsh towards them: 
“Your aunt Luttu was raped and then beaten to death. Happy? Your 
grandmother Kusum was kicked to death. Happy?” 
The buffalo glared at me. 
“Shame!” it said (256) 
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“Shame” is an unnatural remark for Balram’s innocent self, who grew in the darkness as a 
pure form of existence. In transforming his innocent self into a heinous self, Balram has 
blemished his purity. Therefore, these hallucinations are manifestations of Balram’s 
subconscious self, who is extremely “[shameful]” (256) for reciprocating the hostility of his 
family. In endeavouring to break out of his rooster coop while rejoicing his short-lived 
freedom, Balram has desensitized his innocent self, who cannot afford to stand its further 
dehumanisation.  
In a “Dark India,” human beings are treated like animals, which is evident in Adiga’s 
employment of a range of animal metaphors to describe the pathetic conditions of these 
dehumanised marginalised people, like “spiders,” “monkeys,” “roosters,” and “dogs.” 
Therefore, living in “the Darkness,” Balram already perceives himself as an animal, which is 
why he can identify himself with a caged tiger: 
There is a sign in the National Zoo in New Delhi, near the cage with the white 
tiger, which says: Imagine yourself in the cage.  
When I saw that sign, I thought, I can do that—I can do that with no trouble at 
all (Tiger 177). 
Sundhya Walther asserts that “[t]hrough identification with the nonhuman other, the human 
protagonist recognizes his own animalization as a result of his subaltern position” (233). 
Similarly, due to his subdued position in a “Dark India” when Balram reads the sign 
“Imagine yourself in the cage” (Tiger 177), he can readily identify himself inside it due to his 
prolonged animalization. Therefore, a further dehumanization of his self in mimicking the 
brutality of others is beyond his tolerance.  
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Balram’s misconception that he could accomplish freedom of his self by imitating 
hostile others, despite his cultural and status differences will always hinder the process. 
Bhabha’s proposition that “mimicry repeats rather than represents” (88) underpins the futility 
of this process. The process of imitation is never complete as there is always something that 
the self lacks while imitating the other due to his cultural differences. The self grapples to 
learn new strategies of imitation to achieve what he lacks. In imitating others, the self creates 
only a “partial presence” (88) in him of the other, which produces neither identity for himself 
nor difference. The self becomes almost the same as the other but not the other, and with this 
partial resemblance he loses his identity. His ambivalent identity excludes him from his 
society and he belongs to none. As a result, the ignorant self goes through excruciating pain 
and hampers his identity development. In a similar manner, Balram’s mimic self has acquired 
hostility of others, but he cannot bear it within himself and is confused with his ambiguous 
identity.  
2.2. August’s Miscalculated Mimicry of the Babudom5 
 Balram’s mimicry comes as a jolt to his innocent self, the tremors of which also affect 
August while he resists the “colonizing” projections of his society. Like Balram, who devises 
his modus operandi by interrogating the “ways…for a driver to cheat his master?” (Tiger 
228), August’s scheme emanates from a question to his self: “What are your problems?” 
(English 82). In this section, I will argue that to attain a substantial autonomy by the agency 
of mimicry, August’s self imitates his immediate bureaucratic “tradition” (47) amongst 
bureaucrats, that is, by being “uninterested, lazy [and] incompetent” (73) in carrying out his 
official duties. However, August’s tactical ploy turns out to be as non-functional as Balram’s 
defunct mimicry. In the analysis of this process, I will also show that there are multiple 
                                                          
5
   The term “babu” is used to refer to bureaucrats of the Indian Administrative Services (IAS) 
and other government officials. In this way, the Indian bureaucracy is called the “Babudom,” 
as in the “rule of babus.” (See OED) 
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incidents in the experiential journeys of Balram and August, which correlate their 
experiences of mimicking others. The similarities which are notably present are the 
characters’ similar reactions and outcomes of their mimicries—from outwitting the 
fraudulence of others and then rejoicing the transient freedom concomitant with it, and from 
having hallucinations as manifestations of their innocent selves to getting a sense of victory 
in mimicking others. Although the two characters embark on their battles against the odds, 
both turn despondent over their miscalculated mimicries. 
In circumventing the uninteresting bureaucracy with disinterest, August mimics this 
bureaucratic tradition as a viable approach to extricating the obstructed freedom of his self. In 
English, August: An Indian Story, the narrator informs the reader that Indian bureaucratic 
meetings are affairs in which lousy officials “[shift] one’s buttocks on wood and 
clandestinely [flick] sweat on to other people out of boredom and incomprehension” (English 
48). For instance, when the Collector of Madna exhorts his subordinates to greater efficiency 
and competence: 
[t]hey all nodded, seemed to take notes and wipe their sweat. Theirs was an 
admirable strategy for meetings. By seeming to take notes they could while 
away the time, could keep their heads down and thereby avoid, for brief 
intervals, the Collector’s attention, which meant wrath, could cover the 
blankness of their minds—some could even get letters done. (49) 
Das has uncovered this “admirable strategy” (49) of the “Babudom” “as an instrument of 
personal power and gain” (Shafqat 1087). Complying with Das, it can be said conclusively 
about these lousy officials that in “turning one’s buttocks” (English 48) to evade official 
meetings, they “turn bureaucracy to one’s advantage.” In contrast to these officials, August 
mimics this “moving ahead with rear ends” legacy of Indian bureaucracy to safeguard his 
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repressed self from being consumed by this ill-advised profession, rather than reaping benefit 
from it. August is forced into a profession which he despises, and realises that “[he] can’t 
waste [his] day[s] like this…listening to an alien tongue on alien topics” (49). To put it 
succinctly, August assumes the official duties, not to toil for the office but to dupe it by 
camouflaging his self with a formal decorum, and becoming mottled “against a mottled 
background...exactly like the technique of camouflage practised in human warfare” (Lacan 
qtd.in Bhabha 85). August’s official semblance of a sincere bureaucrat results in his evading 
the watch of his office, which is evident in a meeting conducted by the Collector. Under the 
pretext of attending this meeting, August tactfully holds “some papers in a suitably official 
manner” (English 48), and “wrote letters for about an hour” (48). On numerous occasions “he 
parried questions and encouraged distracting debate, surrounded by noisy politicians and 
tranquil Extension Officers and clerks” (282). It becomes all the more preferable for him to 
bunk these meetings and undertake “completely purposeless journey[s], to go stoned to some 
unknown place, one more long jeep ride, to meet some unknown people” (259).  
Moreover, like Balram, who masters his masters’ fraudulence, August outwits other 
fraudulent officers in dodging his official duties in such a manner that:  
[s]ometimes [his] lack of interest was far outmatched by the officer’s. Agastya 
would sit beside him and look around, at the decaying walls and the leaking 
water cooler in the corner, the fading map on the wall and the government 
calendar. The officer would ask a few questions, Agastya would lie without 
restraint. (83) 
These frequent episodes of dodges indicate that by “taking purposeless journeys” (259) and 
by looking away at the “decaying walls” (83), August’s self wants to shut his eyes to the 
reality which is staring in his face. August’s society has forced him to while away his time in 
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a profession he loathes, which is his bitter reality. Eventually, by dodging his office in an 
“official manner” (48), August, too, has assented to a considerable “degree of dishonesty” 
(156). In fact, his superior Kumar wanted to instil in him this dishonesty when he said that 
“[i]n government…there’s nothing such as absolute honesty, there are only degrees of 
dishonesty…honesty does not mean efficiency” (156-57). Consequently, August rejoices in 
his brief moments of freedom, a favourable outcome of evading his office, and he “[smiles] 
to himself, [in] proceeding well, yes, definitely [with] logic and method” (245) while 
“[laying] down on the bed in celebration” (246).  
August’s defrauding “logic and method” (246) are analogous to Balram’s modus 
operandi of cheating on his masters. Moreover, both have to make use of these tactics so as to 
supply bouts of freedom to their innocent selves, despite their opposite classes in their social 
hierarchies. Therefore, irrespective of class and caste divisions, a lack of freedom of self still 
prevails in a present-day “free” India. Such a predicament of self in having no real freedom 
determines these subdued selves’ identity developments, a critical issue in modern India. It is 
extremely ironical in the light of what past Indian nationalists and social reformers wanted to 
develop as national consciousness in its citizens when they fought to liberate them almost 
seventy years back. These Indian freedom fighters had advocated that freedom of self should 
be the birthright of every individual. Veteran freedom fighter, Lokmanya Tilak specially 
propagated this notion while he struggled for the deliverance of the nation and its people, 
wanting to inculcate in individuals that “Swarajya or freedom of self is [their] birthright and 
[they] shall have it!” (tribuneindia.com). However, the “‘dark turn’ in Indian writing” (Goh 
327) does not show that there is any freedom of self in a globalising India. Instead, it 
underscores a “sense of fatalism” (333) as experienced by Balram, “who establishes the view 
of India as ‘darkness’—a view which…has more validity because of his position as India’s 
Everyman, its blunt ‘spokesperson’” (334). Therefore, a “sense of fatalism” (333) in the 
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individuals of a globalising India raises a “mooted problem” that how many of its free 
citizens will indeed rejoice in being referred to as “free” on the nation’s upcoming 70th 
Independence Day.  
Woefully, in a free India, August’s hankering for autonomy, apparent in his persistent 
attempts to dissolve the official meetings, does not dissolve the restlessness of his self. 
August has “a vague hope that somehow in some obscure way, things would be better…that 
he would, eventually, settle down to the job, but…it would not involve him, that his 
relentlessness would not lessen” (English 282). Opposed to his conviction, August’s efforts to 
fend off his official duties give him fits of delirium: 
Later, when he reflected on his months in Madna, most of his meetings with so 
many new people blurred and merged into one single massive encounter—a 
melee of voices and opinions, angles of face, twists of mouth, vagaries of 
accent, of a single behemoth with myriad tongues. (60)  
As August coerces his self to camouflage with the “Babudom,” the more repercussions it has 
on his frame of mind. August’s mind begins to hear a chorus of delirium as if coming from a 
“behemoth with myriad tongues” (60). When juxtaposed with Balram’s state of mind 
suffering from apparitional sightings of a water-buffalo (Tiger 260), the psychological 
sufferings of the two characters underlines the fact that their innocent selves cannot condone 
façades of corrupt others as prospects to grab freedom of their selves.  
Regardless of the hallucinations suffered by August while side-tracking his meetings, 
he redirects his focus on espousing the lazy attitude of bureaucrats as a means to “daydream” 
and thereby break his societal taboo about following the “softer option” (English 168), that is, 
following one’s dreams. August, who “hate[s] office and prefer[s] the life outside” (84), 
whiles away his afternoons: 
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 [s]o [that] he could, in a sense, control their duration. After the tea, he had to 
contemplate the evening…daydream, fantasize, think of his past, reorganize it, 
try to force out of it a pattern, masturbate without joy, sometimes smoke some 
marijuana, read a little Marcus Aurelius, or just lie down and think of the sun 
shrivelling up the world outside. He liked the afternoons in his surreal 
darkened room. (84) 
In controlling the duration of his afternoons, August is making efforts to grab time—in order 
to help his innocent self find comfort in his surreal, secret life; to “reorganize” (84) his 
cluttered thoughts and to draw “a pattern” (84) of his life journey. August’s retirements to his 
dark room become a means to sort out his life, which has turned into pieces of a puzzle. 
While drawing out a pattern of his puzzled life through his mind mapping, August prophesies 
“that for him a downward journey had begun, but from which crest to which abyss, he did not 
know, or particularly care” (282). August’s cogitations on his life journey show that these are 
as bleak as Balram’s meditations, whose enlightenment for self-liberation gives him a bleak 
understanding of his family bond (Tiger 315). In pursuing what their societies expect of them, 
both of them realise to have made wrong decisions in their lives. Moreover, the two of them 
get no respite from their hostile societies with prolonged mimicry of their innocent selves, 
and they have to escape frequently to the darkness of their rooms so as to suppress their false 
images by unmasking their innocent selves. Just like Balram, who could not bear the skin of 
an outsider while flaunting a “rich man’s plain T-shirt” (152), August’s self cannot mimic a 
sincere “babu,” and yearns to get a breathing space in his surreal room. 
 Yet, giving in to phantasmagoria as a means to feed freedom to his self, on the 
contrary, feasts on August’s freedom to commit his self to a “megalopolitan life” (English 
155). August, who had been deluding his self into believing that by mimicking the 
languorous Babudom, he could intermittently create a microcosm of the megalopolitan life he 
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yearns for in his surreal room, is now playing out “one kind of life of the lonely” (86) in his 
microcosmic room: 
[…] He had always wanted to be alone by choice, but in Madna he was lonely, 
there was a vast difference [...]  
 Now he didn’t even long for his earlier megalopolitan life, 
paradoxically he missed nothing. He felt contempt for the world around 
him…only disinterest…a disinterest also in his father…and that world which 
came to him through letters and the radio, which he sensed when he saw the 
trains pass…He wanted nothing, it seemed—only a peace, but that was too 
pompous a word. (154-55)  
Although August “liked the afternoons in his surreal darkened room” (84), “to be alone by 
choice” (155) in this dark world, which he has created to connect surreally to a bright 
megalopolitan life he longs for, suddenly dislikes to be lonely. His seclusions no longer 
render fleeting happiness to his self but induce stress in him about his loneliness. The primary 
feature of a megalopolitan life is living in clusters of exaggerated size communities. 
However, August’s attempt to microcosmically live the life of a megacity is possible only 
when he isolates his self in his miniature room, rather than becoming a part of any mega-
community. His fantasy soon turns into a fallacy, and this is a tragic irony for his self. In fact, 
his inability to become a megalopolitan has developed concomitantly with his society’s 
expectations of him to flaunt a façade of the Babudom. This is why he feels “contempt for the 
world around him” (155), and his growing disinterest for his society dissociates him from 
them as well. On the one hand, August’s frequent seclusions cannot actually connect him to 
any megalopolitan community, and on the other hand, these lead him to hold his society with 
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contempt and dissociate him from everybody. Thus, August’s ephemeral freedom does not 
bring any contentment for him but brings contempt for the world around him. 
August’s unfulfilling mimicry propels him into practising a new strategy of imitation, 
and he deals with the “[incomprehensibleness]” (English 281) of his officialdom with 
unmitigated incompetence as if having conquered the cult of the pursuit of money. August’s 
“mind blanked out on the first page of each” (280) official file he deals with. Whining that 
“why [him]?” (279), August is convinced that “he would be an exhausted wreck…if he had to 
toil to study what he was signing. Thus, he finished his files and threw them on the floor, and 
between files, he swung a complete round in his chair” (280). Needless to say, it is abhorrent 
for August to divert his “logic and method” (245) from evading these incomprehensible files 
in order to comprehend these. In fact, he has to draw his wise logic and method from the 
“wise sad Roman” (80) philosopher, Marcus Aurelius. So when August’s “mind blanked out” 
(280) in comprehending his files, he chooses to get consolation from Marcus because he 
“immediately made him feel better…Marcus seemed to have more problems than anyone 
else—not the soul-squashing problems of being poor but the exhilarating abstract problems of 
one wholly immersed in his self” (80). Thus, drawing his inspiration from Marcus, who 
“suffers more problems than anyone else” (80), August deals with his own “exhilarating 
abstract problems” (80) by tossing his files on floors and twirling in his chair: 
[…] he now understood the pleasure in throwing them on the ground. 
His files…landed, depending on their weight, with dull thumps or sharp claps; 
they also lay on the strained rug like corpses on a battlefield, giving him the 
illusion of some obscure victory. (279) 
Hopeless and “enraged at himself…for being in the job he was…for having dared to believe 
that he was adaptable enough to any job and circumstance…for wasting a life” (128), August 
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perceives these official files as social entities, which relentlessly appropriate his freedom by 
projecting their money-making cult into him. Therefore, when August flings these files on 
floors, he rejoices at the happy fruition of having gunned down those despotic social entities 
as if he brought about a social reform by turning them into “corpses on a battlefield” (279). 
There is a marked correspondence between August’s “[rage] at himself” (128) which 
provides him the impetus crushing a despotic money-making cult, and Balram’s “rage” 
(Tiger 31), a form of self-incitation in opposition to his masters. While August is exuberant in 
having achieved “some obscure victory” (English 279) through his actions, Balram is also not 
“[guilty]” of cheating his masters (Tiger 231). This suggests that for the sensory faculties of 
these two characters, their freakish actions function as means of catharses. Their actions help 
them vent their rage against their hostile societies and incite them to fight unwaveringly for 
their objectives of releasing themselves from their societies’ clutches.  
Nonetheless, August’s dodging is doggedly mocked due to his own dazzling 
incompetence. August “brought only half of his mind to his work while the other half worried 
him, like a mild headache” (English 282), and he is entirely dependent on the official 
“sonofabitch” (280). August has all sorts of names for the people in his Babudom, and 
“sonofabitch” is how he perceives his official peons. These peons with their “taut fingers” 
(281) aid him in “logically” carrying out his duties as if drawing his focus from his duping 
“logic and method” to the “here-Idiot-sign-here cross” (281). In this way, when August is 
supposed to take authoritative decisions by signing official papers, the peons would stand “in 
front of him” (280) and: 
 [w]ith taut index fingers they jabbed at the here-Idiot-sign-here cross. And he 
paused with his pen in the air and demurely asked, “This is to do with…?” 
They mumbled a reply, he nodded, satisfied, and signed (and in his mind saw 
them doubling up with laughter outside). In the first few days, he felt, they 
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could have got him to initial just anything—“I certify that my nose has begun 
to look like a dildo,” he could easily have signed that too, with a flourish. 
(281) 
August’s blatant “idiocy” in his mimicry of a “bureaucratic babu” is apparent to his peons, 
who in his fit of absent-mindedness “could have got him to initial just anything” (281). As a 
result, August’s overdone mimicry brings mockery for his self, and his peons subtly “double 
up with laughter” (281) on his false “[demureness]” (280). Moreover, August’s senior 
officers “eyed [him] sadly…as though seriously doubting his usefulness to the Government 
of India” (270). Both August and Balram take no cognisance of their innocent selves while 
imitating hostile others. What they receive in their processes of imitation are partial 
resemblances to others, which turn them into social aberrations inviting mockery. Just as 
Balram’s abnormal behaviour in imitating a classy man is mocked by a procurer pointing: 
“For him?” (Tiger 232), August’s abnormality in trying to act like a bureaucrat is mocked by 
his peons, laughing at his idiocy in directing him to the “here-Idiot-sign-here cross” (English 
281). Thus, in gruellingly mimicking the bureaucrats, August suppresses his individuality and 
becomes an aberration.   
August suffers an identity loss due to the fallacy of the process of mimicry. Bhabha 
has stated that “mimicry repeats rather than represents” (88), and so the lurking truth behind 
this process of imitation is a loss of individual identity, leading to impeding identity 
development. The process is never complete as there is always something that the self lacks 
while imitating the other. Therefore, in pursuing his society’s expectations when August 
mimics his officialdom, he has to suppress his individuality, and cannot permit his self to be 
exposed. In this way, he receives a “partial presence” (88) of a loathsome bureaucrat in him 
and becomes an ambiguous mix of his self and the other with no definite identity of his self. 
Moreover, he keeps grappling to learn new strategies of imitation for achieving the absolute 
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freedom that he lacks. August’s self has achieved to become almost the same as incompetent 
“babus,” yet he does not profit from it. Thus, in not being able to associate his self with 
anyone, his self belongs to none, which is why “[h]e felt contempt for the world around 
him…only disinterest…a disinterest also in his father…and that world which came to him 
through letters and the radio” (English 155). Consequently, his innocent self goes through 
excruciating pain in having turned his life into “one kind of life of the lonely” (86), which 
hampers his identity development.  
 Drawing inference from the analyses of the imitation processes adopted by the two 
characters, it can be said conclusively that mimicry of an intimidating other to safeguard 
oneself is a misconception. It is a big fallacy which leads the two characters to lose their 
individualities. Balram and August microcosmically depict what a larger group of individuals 
go through in India while they mimic hostile others to break out of their societies’ vicious 
projections. Thus, the process becomes one of the predominant causes in arousing an identity 
crisis in individuals, rather than bringing succour to them for their mere survival. Moreover, 
it takes toll on the emotional and psychological well-being of these people.  
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3. The Consoling Hyphenated Self: Coping After an Identity Crisis 
Introduction 
Committing to their corrupt selves while mimicking hostile others has proved to be a 
distressing reality for both Balram and August, shoving them into complications of their 
identity crises. Identity crisis is the undecidability of committing to an identity based on 
“what [individuals] might become, what they would like to become, and what they are afraid 
of becoming” (Markus & Nurius qtd. in Liu 28). Individuals “are heavily influenced by social 
factors, [and] identity construction as a product of social interaction, often has to adhere to 
the expectations of others” (Hecht qtd. in Liu 28). Therefore, the two characters with various 
personal and social constraints try to negotiate the most suitable form of existence, and 
attempt committing to what I will refer to as their “hyphenated selves.” I argue that a 
hyphenated identity is a combination of multiple selves of dual nature—with the help of 
hyphenation; an individual can split his self into many selves to use them as impression 
managers. They convincingly role play to defy hostile others deceitfully while saving his 
innocent self at the same time from being devoured by the hostility of others. In this chapter, 
I will argue that unlike Balram, who resolves his identity crisis by coming to know what he 
wants to be and what he could become by gaining an “identity achievement status,” August 
continues to exist in a crisis period, not knowing which identity he should commit to and he 
endures a “moratorium status.” In this way, he keeps struggling to commit to multiple 
identities by taking the assistance of his hyphenated selves, or role players to negotiate space 
for his self in his disagreeable society. However, his struggle is futile, and he sets out to 
further discover his self or to redefine his identity. As a result, the two characters define and 
redefine their identities because preservation of their “innocent selves” is indispensable for 
their psychological and overall well-being while negotiating space in their hostile societies.  
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3.1. Balram: Overcoming his Self Crisis with a Hyphenated Self 
Although Balram’s inhuman other finds ephemeral power and freedom while mimicking 
his superiors, he has been ineffectual in ultimately liberating himself, and cannot assume an 
inhuman other to reciprocate others’ cruel behaviour. His futile attempts impel him to commit 
to an identity for his survival, which renders comfort to his injured self. After breaking out of 
the coop and relocating from one metropolis to another, Balram “hears[s] Bangalore’s voice, 
just as [he] had heard Delhi’s” (Tiger 297), implying that he already “hears” what 
Bangalore’s society will demand from his self with its vicious projections. Having foreseen 
that his continual subjection to this proportionately dangerous society will further snatch his 
freedom and peace, he is coerced to think that “[n]ow [he] had to make a living in 
Bangalore—[he] had to find out how [he] could fit into this city” (297). Analysing Balram’s 
dilemma over his identity commitments using the identity development theory as proposed by 
psychoanalyst Erik H. Erikson shows that Balram’s self encounters a “life crisis” when he 
says that “ how [he] could fit into the city” (Tiger 297). He has become aware of the 
indispensability of committing to an identity for “fitting into the city” (297). Balram’s 
confusion that “how” he could do it accentuates the fact that his innocent self proved 
unreliable and could not muddle through Delhi’s vicious society. Therefore, he has to revise 
his previously held self-definition and has to commit to another identity, which is vital for his 
“identity development as integral to the psychological growth and well-being of an 
individual” (Erikson 266).  
According to Erikson, an identity crisis is a period that involves questioning a previously 
held self-definition, and an individual could resolve his identity crisis by committing to an 
established identity. If left unresolved, the individual heads towards confusion of his 
individual identity. Erikson discusses identity development as particularly salient during 
adolescence, and that changes can occur earlier in childhood, and later in adulthood. 
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However, the earlier during his lifespan individual resolves the task; the more successful is 
his identity development. To understand Erikson’s concept of an identity crisis, psychologist 
James E. Marcia has operationalized the process into four possible statuses that an individual 
engages in after experiencing an identity crisis (551). These include the “foreclosure status,” 
which is when individuals have not experienced a crisis, yet expressing commitment. They 
have not explored or examined their identity although they commit to values and beliefs 
based on childhood experiences and ideas. They are carrying on their family ideals and 
leading the life expected of them (552). Another status is the “moratorium status,” which is 
when individuals are in their crisis period with commitments rather vague. They are still 
exploring who they are, what their identity is, and have not come to a decision on their self-
definition (552). In the “identity diffusion status,” the individual may or may not have gone 
through a crisis and has not yet committed to an identity; therefore, he remains indifferent 
and apathetic to the process (552). The “identity achievement status” is when individuals 
have resolved the identity crisis of questioning whom they are and have committed to whom 
they will be in the future (551). On the basis of this meticulous model, I argue that Balram’s 
self fits the “identity achievement status” because resolving his identity crisis, he has chosen 
to commit to a double-edged “hyphenated self.” In this way, with an identity achievement 
status, Balram has achieved a duality in his existence, which brings some consolation to his 
innocent self in his mere survival. 
Hyphenation of self renders dichotomy to Balram, a mechanism which opens a window to 
him where he could convincingly “represent the self as other” and desirably shut it so as to 
retreat into his innocent self. Representing the self as other is “a dramaturgical perspective on 
the self” (Pettit 139) proposed by the sociologist Erving Goffman. Goffman argues that there 
is a correlation between the everyday behaviour of human beings and the performances of 
actors in a theatre. According to him “human [beings are] ‘impression managers,’ constantly 
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staging performances to meet and exceed the expectations of various audiences” (139). 
However, he emphasizes that this dramatization is “practised… methodically and regularly 
[to] build up informal social relationships just for the purpose of abusing them” (Goffman 
451). Drawing on Goffman’s idea, I argue that the “hyphenated other” is a dramatic 
representation of self as other, an expedient malicious form which is used to “abuse” 
situations for mere survival. This observation underpins my argument that with a dramatic 
representation of his hyphenated other, Balram as well in his uncongenial society 
“methodically and regularly build[s] up informal social relationships just for the purpose of 
abusing them” (451) as an effective means of his existence.  
Balram, the entrepreneur of the “White Tiger Drivers” (Tiger 301) is an imposter, 
whose hyphenated other maintains the impression of a corrupt businessman for an 
unrestricted business as a means to persist in Bangalore’s vicious society. The prerequisite for 
establishing and managing a business in Balram’s corrupt society heavily depends on 
benefitting the local police administration. This obligation demands Balram to bring into play 
his hyphenated other, a debauched businessman so that it makes the police believe that it 
“actually possesses the attributes he appears to possess” (Goffman 28). Balram’s constructed 
hyphenated other is a dramatic identity. According to Goffman, a dramatic identity is an 
“identity [with] a dramatic effect: the self is an effect of performance, the way in which we 
present ourselves in everyday life” (Clarke 511). In the process, the self “draws upon…the 
confidence game” (Pettit 138). To elucidate: the underlying factor in presenting the self as 
other “require[s] the use of dramatic effects to render them convincing” (Goffman 73), which 
undoubtedly comes with “confidence” (Pettit 138). In a similar manner, Balram’s hyphenated 
other dramatizes to appease the titular public protectors, the “police” convincingly so that 
they defend him in any unforeseen situation, as a result of Balram’s “obligatory” illegal 
practices in running his business. Balram’s profiting from his role play, reinforces the fact 
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that he is “methodically and regularly [building] up informal social relationships just for the 
purpose of abusing them” (Goffman 451) as an effective means of his existence:  
With a big smile—and a namaste—I handed him the red bag. He opened it 
cautiously. 
I said, via the translator, “Sir, I want to make a small offering of my gratitude 
to you.”   
It’s amazing. The moment you show cash, everyone knows your language. 
“Gratitude for what?” the inspector asked in Hindi, peering into the bag with 
one eye closed. 
“For all the good you are going to do me, sir.” (Tiger 300) 
Balram’s “gratitude” to the police “[f]or all the good [they were] going to do” to him is an 
astute move by him to capitalize on their support. As a result, when Balram’s taxi-driver hits 
a boy due to his rash driving, neither Balram nor his employee is arrested by the police. 
Balram could avoid the clutches of the police because according to the “rule of the jungle” 
(312), he has already “offered his gratitude” to these “rulers” of his jungle. In this way, 
Balram evades their clutches, benefits them with “the red bag” (300), who in return assure 
him that   
“[t]he number plates will be changed tomorrow”…We’ll say it was a hit-and-
run. Another car will be substituted. We keep battered cars for this purpose 
here. You’re very lucky that your Qualis hit a man on a bicycle.” 
I nodded. (309) 
The police or the alleged schemers have all means to defend the offenders, rather than 
protecting the despondent. Moreover, Balram’s “nod” is a reinforcement of the “confidence 
games” as proposed by Goffman, in which “[t]he successful defrauding…clearly commit [the 
self] in his own eyes to the proposition that he is a smart man” (Goffman 452). Thus, 
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fraudulently collaborating with the police, Balram clearly sees himself as a “smart man,” who 
now knows that “[i]t’s amazing the moment you show cash, everyone knows your language” 
(Tiger 300). The smart dramatization of Balram’s hyphenated other has actually given him a 
safe haven where he can be a free man as he triumphantly says that “I’ve made it! I’ve broken 
out of the coop!” (320; emphasis in the original). 
The switch from his hyphenated other to his hyphenated self is the path to salvation 
for Balram. Balram exists dually with his name as well because he calls his hyphenated other 
Ashok: “Yes, Ashok! That’s what I call myself these days. Ashok Sharma, the North Indian 
entrepreneur, settled in Bangalore” (Tiger 302). In his article “Searching for a sense of place: 
Identity negotiation of Chinese immigrants,” Shuang Liu says that “[w]hile an individual is 
free to create multiple selves, there are various personal and social constraints with regard to 
the possible selves one can negotiate what they might become, what they would like to 
become, and what they are afraid of becoming” (28). In Balram’s case, it is the preservation 
of his innocent self, which prompts him to switch identities as he does not want to assume a 
corrupt self completely. Even Balram’s actions suggest that he does not practise what the 
actual owner of his “devised” name, Mr Ashok did. When an employer himself, Balram does 
not turn inhuman towards his employees but retains his innocence: 
Once I was a driver to a master, but now I am a master of drivers. I don’t treat 
them like servants—I don’t slap, or bully, or mock anyone. I don’t insult any 
of them by calling them my “family,” either. They’re my employees, I’m their 
boss, that’s all. I make them sign a contract and I sign it too, and both of us 
must honour that contract. That’s all. (Tiger 302) 
“Slapping,” “bullying,” “mocking,” and “insulting” (302) domestic workers are usual 
practices of the master class in Indian society to exploit these people, who are their “contract 
labourers.” At least, Balram is of the opinion that demeaning them to haul domestic work is 
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barbarity. Thus, by “honouring” (302) his contract with his employees, in actuality, Balram 
consoles his innocent self, who could not bear the habitual “slap[s]” of his master class. 
Moreover, when Balram’s subordinate unintentionally commits a road accident killing 
a man, the episode is reminiscent of his own misery in being falsely framed for murder. 
Balram’s innocent self can envision himself in his employee’s place and saves him from 
becoming a victim of circumstances when he says: “Let my boy go, I told the policeman 
loudly. He’s got to get the people in their home. Whatever you want to deal with, you deal 
with me” (Tiger 307). Additionally, Balram’s empathy for the bereaving family in “[asking] 
for [their] forgiveness” and “[acceptance of his] responsibility” for the loss of their son, 
suggests that Balram relates his grief with their intense grief, having gone through a loss 
bigger than the family’s. Theirs is a loss of a son, whose earthly sufferings have ended. 
However, Balram still lives in a state of constant suffering, negotiating space for himself in 
an unsympathetic society by means of everyday dramatic roles. He has to perform “to the 
expectations” of his hostile society. Hecht says in this regard that “[a]s possible selves are 
heavily influenced by social factors, identity construction as a product of social interaction, 
often has to adhere to the expectations of others” (qtd. in Liu 28). Thus, oscillating between 
his self and the other, Balram, on the one hand, functions morally with his innocent self, and 
on the other hand, performs corrupt roles as expected of him from his vicious society. At 
least, Balram’s innocent self achieves salvation with his devised hyphenated self.  
3.2. August’s Unresolved Identity Crisis and his Hyphenated Selves 
August, whose futile attempts of mimicking his officialdom does not render absolute 
freedom to his self, frequently takes refuge in his gloomy room where his cogitations help 
him to illuminate the direction in which his life was heading. In doing so, August’s 
meditations lead him to an unpleasant realisation of his identity crisis, an undecidability of 
committing his self to his “sickening” (English 149) job or committing to a megalopolitan life 
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he yearns for. Responding to his confusion about his identity commitment, August would 
“daydream, fantasize, think of his past, reorganise it, [and] try to force out of it a pattern” 
(84) with a “conviction that there was a method in his past” (228). August’s belief implies 
that he has an inkling that his life journey follows a definite pattern, so his cogitations 
become an effective means for him to map his life’s pattern from it. Eventually, based on his 
cogitative life patterns, August prophesies “that for him a downward journey had begun” 
(282), but he still had to uncover “from which crest to which abyss” (282). Therefore, he 
“would…always try to organize his past, to force order into it, and it would continue to mock 
him with images of the world lost, and semblances of a pattern” (228). August’s bleak 
perception about his life results in him “[getting] enraged at himself…for being in the job he 
was, for not having planned his life with intelligence, for having dared to believe that he was 
adaptable enough to any job and circumstance, for not knowing how to change either, for 
wasting a life” (128). Thus, August’s wrong commitment to a “sickening” (149) job 
“imposed upon [him]” (154) by his society, and his subsequent struggle to “reorganize his 
past” (228) underscore his dilemma over “not knowing how to change” (128) his 
commitments. 
Employing Erik H. Erikson’s identity development theory, I argue that August’s 
continual struggle to resolve his confusion over his commitments to occupation and his 
ideology is a period of his identity crisis. Moreover, August’s vague commitment to his 
undesirable job involves a painful compromise on his part to pursue what his society demands 
from him. In this way, as a compromiser, August continues to give into his society’s wishes 
and invites an ongoing identity crisis for his self. Therefore, I further claim that August’s 
continual identity crisis and his active struggle to change his commitments correspond to the 
status of a “moratorium subject.” According to Erikson, a moratorium subject:  
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is in the crisis period with commitments rather vague; he is…in an active 
struggle to make commitments…Although his parents’ wishes are still 
important to him, he is attempting a compromise among them, society’s 
demands and his own capabilities. His sometimes bewildered appearance 
stems from his vital concern and internal preoccupation with what 
occasionally appear to him to be unresolvable questions. (Marcia 552; 
emphasis in the original) 
To elucidate—a moratorium subject is an individual who makes commitments based on his 
family’s or society’s wishes. Subsequently, he continues to struggle to amend these 
commitments so as to follow his wishes, which leaves him in a state of his ongoing identity 
crisis. Similarly, August succumbs to the demands of his society to pursue the money-making 
cult and is unable to settle down to his job. His “vague” (552) commitment to such a job 
accentuates the fact that it is a mere compromise done on his part as a “passive carrier of [his 
society’s] projections” (Aikens and Ellis 133). In doing so, he has beguiled his innocent self 
into a job he “just can’t get used to” (English 149), resulting in “his sometimes bewildered 
appearance” (Marcia 552) for “not knowing how to change [it]; for wasting a life” (English 
128). As a result, August perseveringly gives into his family’s wishes because their wishes 
are still important to him, which is why he retries to settle down to the job when he says to 
his father: “I don’t know anything, Baba. I’ll go back to Madna and try to get used to things” 
(192). While August retries to “get used to things” (192), his bewilderment increases “his 
vital concern and internal preoccupation with…unresolvable questions” (Marcia 552) 
regarding “the span of [his] life [which] is less important than its quality” (English 167). In 
this way, he is not able to cut through the muddle, and his identity conflict remains 
unresolved. Consequently, with an active struggle to change his commitments, August turns 
into a moratorium subject. While Balram resolves his identity crisis just like an “identity 
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achievement subject and “commits to whom [he] will be in the future” (Marcia 551), August 
keeps grappling in his crisis with vague commitments as “[h]e wanted nothing, it seemed” 
(English 155).   
 However, in an effort to deal with his growing identity crisis, August turns to his 
“hyphenated selves,” who carry out his society’s demands and his innocent self’s petty 
wishes. Liu says regarding coexisting of multiple selves that “[w]hile an individual is free to 
create multiple selves, there are various personal and social constraints with regard to the 
possible selves one can negotiate what they might become, what they would like to become, 
and what they are afraid of becoming” (28). Drawing on Liu’s idea, I claim that under social 
duress to pursue bureaucracy and his personal constraint to reach out to a megalopolitan life, 
August hyphenates his self into “at least three lives in Madna” (English 58): 
He realized obscurely that he was to lead at least three lives in Madna, the 
official, with its social concomitance, the unofficial, which included boozing 
with Shankar and Sathe, and later, with Bhatia, and the secret, in the universe 
of his room, which encompassed jogging by moonlight…and the world 
beyond Madna was continually to interrupt and disturb him, through letters 
and the radio, and through ungovernable memories. When he was leading one 
Madna-life, the other two seemed completely unsubstantial…The transitions 
from one to either of the other two were not difficult, but that was only 
because he willed it so. (58) 
August becomes cognizant of his various roles in Madna. He presumes that his hyphenated 
selves will “manage his…self-image and perform to the expectations of others in everyday 
life” (Goffman qtd. in Liu 27) so that his innocent self is not coerced to carry out his 
loathsome social obligations. According to his conviction, this approach will help August to 
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negotiate space for his innocent self in his undesirable circumstances. Therefore, he engages 
with his hyphenated others to keep up an official façade and an unofficial façade to fraternize 
with his co-officers. In his social sphere, August’s hyphenated others continually “portray 
[themselves] as ‘impression managers,’ constantly staging performances to meet and exceed 
the expectations of various ‘audiences’” (Pettit 139). However, he has to retreat to the 
“secret, universe of his room” (58) to drop these role plays and overindulge his innocent self. 
Like Balram, who retains his innocence by functioning morally with his hyphenated self, 
August, too, finds it essential to safeguard his innocent self with the assistance of his 
hyphenated selves so that he could hang on to his trivial desires. Thus, both cannot let go 
their unblemished identities with which they have come into their lives.   
In spite of the efforts of his hyphenated others, August’s role plays turn futile as it 
becomes insufficient for his innocent self to live ephemerally. August’s role players, or his 
hyphenated others function as “cocoons” (English 311) under the protective sheath of whom 
his innocent self negotiates short-lived freedom for himself. However, his innocent self 
ceases to enjoy his ephemeral freedom: 
Movement without purpose, an endless ebb and flow from one world to 
another, journeys and passages undertaken by cocoons, not for rest or solace 
but ephemerals. The flux of the sea now seemed the only pattern, within and 
beyond mind—mirrored even in his encounters with the myriad faces, on 
some of which he had tried to impose an order by seeing them as mirror-
images facets of his own self, but now that longing, for repose through the 
mastering of chaos, itself seemed vain. (311) 
Earlier, August would recurrently “think of his past, reorganise it, [and] try to force out of it a 
pattern” (84) because he could ponder over how his life journey was shaping up, prompting 
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him “that for him a downward journey had begun” (282). Having realised this, he wants to 
organise his life journey so as to mould it the way he wants. However, to his distress, his 
recent cogitations on the pattern of his journey show that “the flux of the sea now seemed the 
only pattern” (311). His life journey is continuing to flow downward like “an endless ebb” 
(311) and does not guarantee any stability to him. This is the reason “[a]t night he would lie 
awake…and watch the dark shape of the bougainvillaea outside the window, and see in its 
twists and turns a million things, but never his future” (197). His hyphenated others “on 
which he had tried to impose an order by seeing them as mirror-images facets of his own 
self” (311); these “cocoons” (311) who switch role plays “from one world to another” (311) 
in search of “rest or solace” (311) for his innocent self “seemed vain” (311). His hyphenated 
others’ quest “for repose” (311) has ended on a site of “ephemerals,” which his innocent self 
does not “[long]” (311) for. August’s innocent self cannot bear these ephemeral moments of 
his desired megalopolitan life in the miniature “universe of his room” (58).  
August has failed to adapt to these free, but short-lived lives which come only in the 
darkness of his surreal room. Liu says that “those who can simultaneously navigate through 
different cultural frameworks and become skilled at adapting to situational characteristics 
achieve success in identity negotiation” (34). This means that only when hyphenated selves 
“become skilled at adapting” to their situational roles, then can they negotiate space for 
themselves in any cultural framework. However, August’s unadaptability to his changed 
circumstances thwarts his identity development, which is why his identity crisis does not 
resolve. For that matter, Balram could “confidently” (Pettit 138) assume his role plays to 
“methodically and regularly build up informal social relationships just for the purpose of 
abusing them” (Goffman 451). The difference in the adaptabilities of the two characters to 
their circumstances suggest that despite socio-economic differences between individuals, 
negotiating space for oneself in India is the problem at hand.  
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Apparently, August’s endless identity crisis prompts him to continue his struggle to 
explore what is his identity. As a moratorium subject “in an active struggle to make 
commitments” (Marcia 552), leaving his uncertain commitment to his job, August sets out to 
“become [like an] American, taking a year off after college to discover himself” (English 
321). This observation underpins my earlier argument that a cumulative effect of the social 
issues in India has led Indians to define and redefine their identities, affecting individual 
psychological development for many and leading some into a vicious cycle of mental 
suffering. Based on my findings of this chapter, I conclude that evidently, the two characters 
from the novels relentlessly redefine their identities for their minimal survival, and 
unceasingly suffer psychological pain, which gives a microcosmic picture of a larger society 
in India undergoing excruciating pain of identity redefinition for their existence. 
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Conclusion 
To draw conclusions for this thesis, I would begin by restating my argument with an 
added emphasis based on my findings that coming to know oneself in a globalising India is 
indeed a complex issue. This complexity is the result of a fleeting identity, subject to change 
with changing circumstances as has been studied by me during the course of this work. 
However, what I have found is that this fluidity or change in identity brings only excruciating 
pain and no solace for the selves of the two characters, and that this “change” is definitely 
detrimental to their identity development. It would literally be incorrect to say that there is 
any positive development of their identities. What the life cycles of the two characters 
undergo is simply identity deterioration. Mostly, a natural life cycle of any individual brings 
physical growth and a developed mental faculty for him/her over the period of time, but in 
the case of the two characters, there is a noticeable damage to their identities, particularly 
regarding their psychology, resulting in their impaired mental faculties.  
An account of the psychological damages sustained by the characters are—the first 
blow, the intense process of projective identification functions as psychodynamic forces of 
the characters’ societies, which flow around them all the time like invisible fluxes of 
projections, hungry to devour them in their vulnerableness. As a result, the identities of both 
the characters certainly transform by the introduction of these hostile projections, in the wake 
of which they become passive carriers of their societies’ demands, and regard these wrong 
images projected into them as true. Therefore, having lost insights, they cannot see a life 
beyond their miserable statuses of passive carriers of others’ demands, and keep giving into 
their negative societal forces. This first blow to their psychologies changes their perceptions 
of themselves, and they accept the roles which their societies have set for them. However, 
while fulfilling their societies’ demands, sustaining kicks and blows to their identities, the 
two characters experience innate impulses to hang on to their innocent selves, who do not 
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want to mutate or completely transform into the vicious image projected into them. In this 
way, to get a breathing space for their innocent selves and to let them survive, the characters 
espouse combativeness through mimicry.  
This adopted combativeness comes as a second blow to their psychologies when the 
characters start believing that they could oppose their hostile societies by mimicking or 
reciprocating their hostilities. Woefully, on the one hand, Balram suffers from apparitional 
sightings which remind him of his moral culpability in degrading his self only to live freely, 
which should have been his “birth right.” On the other hand, August suffers from fits of 
delirium, which never let him be at peace with his self as he coerces his self to listen to a 
melee of voices while evading his nonsensical job. Consequently, these voices of the 
“faceless behemoth,” his “Babudom,” just rebound and wallop him on his ears. In turning 
into mimic men, trying to gain the resemblances of others to match their hostilities, both the 
characters reject their individualities regarding their perceptions, appearance, moral integrity, 
and turn into social aberrations. The outcome of their mimicries is devastating as they get the 
jolt of their identity crises, and simply do not know what to become as individuals. Cueing 
them a second time, the inner impulses of the characters’ innocent selves demand a 
restoration of their impeccable states in which they came into their lives. They cannot adopt 
combativeness in terms of reciprocating hostility and suppressing their individualities. 
Therefore, the characters have to wrestle to dodge the societal blows which come directly to 
their innocent selves, and choose to hyphenate their selves. By bringing about a coexistence 
of multiple selves inside them, their “impression managers” safeguard their innocent selves 
by absorbing the societal blows which directly come on them. The convincing acting of these 
hyphenated selves gives the impression to their societies that they have become a malicious 
part of them, who would engage in developing their corrupt empires, and would continue to 
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be passive carriers of their demands. Yet, the impression managers know it well when to drop 
their masks to let the innocent selves surface.  
Nevertheless, a final blow comes to their psychologies when the impression managers 
cannot bring to fruition the ultimate desire of their innocent selves, that is, absolute freedom 
of expression, lives of their choice, and above all to persevere in soul and mind given to them 
by nature. In this way, I have shown the crux of my analysis that in the context of 
postcolonial India, an innate desire to preserve the unsullied identity one is born with will 
always hinder his/her assimilation into his/her hostile society. In a globalising India, if 
preservation of innocence is an instinctive desire of individuals, then the elements which 
introduce flux or a “detrimental change” into their resting selves are categorically the myriad 
socio-economic problems of its society. These subject individuals’ identities to mutation and 
culminate in their identity conflicts.  
Adiga and Chatterjee precisely bring to light these unattended problems by their craft. 
Adiga explicitly exposes the “darkness” prevailing in the nation, which even overshadows the 
“India of Light” or the presumed advanced parts of the country. As such, he shows that there 
is no physical division of India or divisions based on social hierarchies, which are unaffected 
by the murky socio-economic problems of modern India. In a similar vein, Chatterjee too 
gives a floodlit picture of the “India of Light” to show how it lacks lustre as here the powerful 
titular protectors of the vulnerable individuals from the “darkness,” feast on their freedom, 
and impede their identity developments. In this way, the two authors are urging their readers 
to explore their individualities, to ponder over their identities, and question what they live is 
their desired life or whether another Balram or another August is in the making.  
Balram’s “identity deterioration cycle” shows a marked decrepitude of his state of 
mind. It seems his society has launched a constant scathing attack on his mental faculties, 
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which take place in a series of combative techniques— society’s projections, society’s 
mockery on Balram’s mimicry, and finally, they pounce on him to get benefaction from him 
as a consensual trade to grant him survival. Nevertheless, during his degradation process, his 
innocence always jogs his mind to remain human, to be in his skin, to follow nature’s cycle, 
and to break out of the flux of society’s detrimental forces. Balram’s journey is really not 
taking him out of his vicious cycle of suffering, and his last resort to hyphenate his self is yet 
another mode of minimal survival.   
August’s identity degradation also highlights the futility of individual lives in a 
globalising India, travelling in time without purpose, succumbing to society’s demands, and 
finding succour in some unknown darkness, which means no healthy identity development at 
all. Instead of following the natural cycle of humans, August rather hankers to lead a life of a 
“domesticated dog” thinking that they enjoy “freedom.” His conviction already shows the 
state of his threatened mind, which wants to reject its own individuality under his society’s 
duress. His aspiration to be a dog dates back to his college days and persists until he enters 
his adulthood, implying that he had no mental growth all these days. This a mental block 
implanted in his mind by his family and society, which make him insane in wanting to lead a 
dog’s life. He too has to resort to mimicking his officialdom, and even hyphenation of his self 
could not get him peace. His life cycle is just not producing any development as an individual 
but is only worsening his growing identity crisis, his undecidability to authoritatively commit 
to an identity which he longs for. He too is merely surviving with vagueness about his 
individuality.      
 At the end of this thesis, I present my finding on the most congenial form of identity 
out of the three types of identity constructions discussed—innocent self, mimic self, and 
hyphenated self in order to suggest which of these can be employed by an individual to cope 
with his/her identity crisis. Based on the diagnosis of the identity damages sustained by the 
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two characters in their hostile societies, it has become evident that an individual can never 
keep his innocent self exposed when it comes to leading an intensely demanding life subject 
to the hostility of his uncongenial society. Then begin defensive changes in the individual 
brought about with the help of an intermediary, his mimic self, who surfaces while the 
individual is attempting to make his identity commitments by defying his society. However, 
these defensive changes give rise to an identity conflict when the individual begins the 
process of shedding off his basic formation, and adapts hostility of others. The naturally 
existing component in him, his innocence will always question the malicious attribute which 
the individual introduces within himself. This question of his innocent self results in a 
conflict within the individual about his identity commitments, whether he should retain his 
innocence or commit to the disagreeable attributes, something he does not want to become 
personally but is necessary for him to evade his hostile society. Failing to change his 
attributes completely, the individual can then hyphenate his self, without completely giving 
up his innocence by sometimes playing the role of a disagreeable other. However, role 
playing totally depends on an individual’s adaptability to leading multiple lives. In a way, a 
hyphenated identity becomes an immediate solution to the problem of an identity crisis, but 
this does not provide an ideal life as it is a form of survival, and survival means existing 
under adverse conditions. However, what the authors of the two novels want to advocate is 
that individuals come to lead a meaningful life, a purpose which should be protected by their 
societies and families, and they should be encouraged to flourish and not barely survive.       
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